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Fimi-university relationships tend to develop when uaiversities are considered as 
sources of technological innovation or sources of R&D assistance to innovative activities 
taking place in industry. These relationship have tended to be examined kom a public 
policy perspective with the aim of understanding the motivations driving them and 
understanding how to improve the mechaaisms involved in the transfer of technology. 
Litîie is known, however, about the h ' s  perspective on the adoption of new 
university technology for product innovation. This research addresses this gap by 
examining the stnitegic contribution made by new University technologies to fimis' 
product innovation. Building on strategic management and innovation theory, this work 
evaluates the degree of association between the new technology and a h ' s  core 
competencies. A new constnict, core cornpetence association, is defineci and mesures 
developed to evaluate the degree to which new university technology is associsted with a 
firm's core competencies. In addition, platforni product orientation, funirr market 
orientation, tacitness of technological knowledge and technology lifecycle stage have 
been measured. Using a survey instrument, data have been collected for 65 examples of 
product innovation within the information and communications technology -or. 
The ~ s u i t s  indiarie that h s  are two times more likely to adopt new University 
technology that is closely associatecl with their con competencies than techwlogy that is 
not. It is also found that the degree of association with core cornpetencies is positively 
related to pla~orm product and fuaire market orientations, tacimess of lmowledge and 
infancy in the technology Mecycle stage. By establishg empirical linkages baween 
COR competencies and product innovation, the research provides kesh support for the 
resource-based view of the h. It also conaibutes to public plicy by highlighting the 
efficacy of new U11iversity technology in platform product innovation and in building core 
competencies. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction to the Problem 
This research examines the role of new university tecbnology as an external 
source of technological koowledge for product innovation. Recent findings indicate that 
Canadian universities do 30% of ail national research, with a portion of it king fïnanced 
by industry. The resdting stream of new ideas and technologies translates into 
appreciable economic growth and accelerates the development of new products (Martin 
1998). 
Achievhg and sustaining a competitive advantage is an enduring challenge for 
fims (Black and Boa1 1 994; Collis and Montgomery 1 995; Barney 1 997). Firms tend to 
specialize in selected business activities in order to become very competitive. These have 
been called distinctive or core competencies (SelPiick 1957; Andrews 1971; Prahalad 
and Harnel 1990). Remaining competitive requires fimis to take a dynamic appmach to 
building and enhancing these competencies (Teece, Pisano and Shuen 1997). Early 
studies have already provided some ernpincal support for the resource-based view of the 
fimi (Collis 1991; Harrison, Hall and Nargundkar 1993; Hendeison and Cockbum 1994; 
Mc- MacMillan and Venkataraman 1995; Maijoor and Van Witteloostuijn 1996; 
McGiath, Tsai, Venkataraman and MacMillan 1996; Miller and Shamsie 1996). 
However, M e r  support is still needed (McGrath 1996). 
innovation plays a vitai role in maintaining the flow of products with differential 
advantage (Porter 1983). The fimi's m g t h  in innovation is dependent on its intemal 
technological howledge base. Since thû is a limited resource, firms often rely on inter- 
finn relationships, such as strategic alliances, joint ventures and networks, as a meam of 
accessing extemal techn01ogical knowledge for innovation. This has piovm to be a 
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fiuitfid area for strategy research (Hagedoorn and Schakenraad 1994; Kotabe and Swan 
1995; Steenmia 1996; Dutta and Weiss 1997). 
Another approach is for fimis to adopt new technologies fiom the public sector 
(Leonard-Barton 1995). Universities, as sources of new technology (Grigg 1994), are of 
particuiar interest because they are not in direct cornpetition with other h. inaddition, 
new university technologies are iikely to be radical in nature because of their respective 
science bases (Betz 1994). Acquiring and commercializing new univeaity technologies 
(NEv?) for the firs~ tirne is therefore an important means of staying curent with 
technological advances in an environment of rapid technological change @osi 1982; 
Tushman and Anderson 1986; Granstrand, Patel and Pavin 1997)'. 
Fimi-univeaity llnkages occur in a wide variety of forms (Bonacconi and 
Piccahga 1994) and appear to be an increasingly important phenornenon. Most academic 
literature focuses on improving the quality of these relationships fiom a public policy 
perspective (Gngg 1994; Lee 1996; Shohet and Prevezer 19%; Leoncini 1998; Martin 
1998). One recent study has examineci the contribution of public sector scientific and 
technological biowledge to the finn (Faulbier and Senker 1995), yet there remains an 
absence of theoretical and empirical work that examines the adoption of new university 
technology in the context of product innovation and 6rm performance. This, therefore, is 
an area ripe for investigation. 
12 Prablern Statement 
Past research on extemal technology adoption has foc& on comparing internai 
development witb extemal sourcing. This 'We-vs-buy" literature and associateci core 
-- 
' The rcader b rem to Appadix G fot a discussion of science, ccchwlogy lad innovation, and 
Appcadix H for a discussion of firm-rmiversity rclationsbips. 
cornpetence framework suggests that firms must focus their scarce resources on the 
intemal development of core competencies while sourcing non-core items and services 
fiom outside. 
This highlights a lack of current understanding concerning the nature of the 
adoption of NEUT for product innovation aad whether or not it is strategically associated 
with f h s '  core competencies. In other words, it is not a question of whether or not to 
adopt extemal University technology, but whether or not it shodd be linked with building 
core competencies. This research, then. is a comparitive study of two "buy" altematives 
rather than the traditional "make-vs-buy" alternatives and can be summed up in the 
following research question: 
Research Question 1 
When NEUT is adopted by h s  for use in product innovation. is there a 
preference between NEUT that is associated with the h ' s  core competencies and 
NEUT that is not?" 
Closely linked to the above is the issue of Merences beh~een these two 
situations. This can be examined in a amber of ways, such as by looking for differences 
in the characteristics of new technology used in the two alternative situations or by 
examining the resulting application of the products that arise fkom these new university 
technologies. This leads to the second nsearch question: 
Research Question 2 
"When NEUT is adopted by fimis for use in product innovation, are there 
differences in the characteristics of the NEUT between instances where it is associated 
with the fimi's core competencies and instances where it is not? 
13 Focus of the Study 
This study is conducted witbia the context of the information and communications 
technology @Cf) sector. The focus of the research is the adoption of new university- 
based technologies for product innovation by established Canadian firms. Other forms of 
firm-university links nrch as multi-party collaborations, consulting, use of facilities, and 
M D  not related to product innovation are outside the scope of this study. 
2.0 THE RESEARCH MODEL 
2.1 The Core Cornpetence Framework 
2.1.1 The Resourcebased V i m  of the Firm 
The fiindamental stxategic chailenge for rnanagm is how to achieve and sustain 
competitive advantage leading to superior performance (Porter 1985; Amit and 
Schwmaker 1993). Superior performance, or above normal economic r e m  (Porter 
1985), is achieved when the rate of r e m  on the resources controlled by the h is 
greater than what was needed to anract them. in other words, the r e m  is greater than 
what was expected by the original owners (Bamey 1 994, p. 1 1 6). 
According to the industrial organization analysis approach, the h ' s  
organizational cornpetencies and resuurces are evaluated in terms of strengths aad 
weaknesses and matched appropriatel y to envitonmental oppominities (Andrews 1 97 1 ; 
Porter 1985; Mahoney and Pandian 1992). The tesource-based perspective complemeots 
this by viewing firms as bundles of murces that yield competitive advantage. It 
maintains that superior retums are generated h m  intemal resources and capabilities that 
are rare, inimitable, non-substitutable and valuable (Wemerfelt 1984; Aaker 1989; 
Bamey 1991; Bamey 1992, p. 44; Peteraf 1993). Put another way, the ''type, magnitude, 
and nature of a h ' s  resources and capabilities are important determinana of its 
profitability" (Amit and Schoemaker 1993, p. 35). Thus resources and capabilities are a 
source of uniqueness for the finn and are heterogeneously distributed across fimis 
(Penmse 1959, p. 25, 75; Barney 1991; Peteraf 1993). A key dimension of strategy 
formulation, then, may be identified as tbe ta& of m a h g  appropriate choices about 
expenditures with a view to accumulating the rquired resources @ierickx and Cod 
1989). 
This approach goes back to the onginai work of Penrose (1959) and later 
developed by Wernerfelt (1984; 1995) and various other scholan (Lippman and Rumelt 
1982; Nelson and Winter 1982; Teece 1982; Bamey 1989; Dierickx and Cool 1989; 
Teece, Pisano and Shuen 1990; Bamey 1991; Corner 1991). The firm is looked upon as 
"a collection of productive resources the disposal of which between different uses and 
over time is deterrnined by administrative decision" ( P e m  1959, p. 24). These 
productive resources give rise to savices that are the inputs to the production process 
(Penrose 1959, p. 25). When resources are valuable, rare, difficult to imitate, and without 
substitute, they are potential sources of sustainabje advantage since they resdt in resource 
barrien that other fimis fmd too costly to imitate (Wemerfelt 1984; Barney 1994, p. 1 19). 
Resowces have been described as stocks of assets (Diench and Cool 1989), both 
tangible and intangible, which are tied semi-pennanently to the f m  (Caves 1980); stocks 
of available factors that are owned or controlled by the firm (Amit and Schoemaker 1993, 
p. 35); or "anytbing which could be thought of as a strength or weakness of a given h" 
(Wemerfelt 1984, p. 172). They may be tangible physicai and human resources such as 
capital equipment and the skilis of individual employees (Pemse 1959, p. 24) or 
intangible resources such as patents and reputation (Black and Boa1 1994). 
Capabilities may be viewed as the various ways in which resources are put to 
productive use (Amit and Schoemaker 1993, p. 35) or the capacity for a set of resources 
to perform a task or activity (Schulze 1994, p. 130). They are the glue that brings 
resources together and enables them to be depioyed advantageously (Day 1994, p. 38). 
2.1.2 Core Cornpetencies 
At a higher level of abstraction, a cornpetence is "a set of diffîtiated skills, 
cornplementary assets, and routines that provide the b i s  for a h m ' s  cornpetitive 
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capacities and sustainable advantage in a particular business" (Teece et ai. 1990, p. 28). It 
is viewed as a bundle of skills and technologies rather than a single discrete SU or 
technology that enables a Company to deliver value by pmviding a particular benefit to 
the customer. Cornpetencies represent the synthesis of a variety of skills, technologies, 
and knowledge streams (Prabalad and Hamel 1990; Hamel 1991; Hamel and Prahalad 
1 994). 
Those fiindamental abilities that the fïrm is uniquely good at in a competitive 
sense bave been called distinctive competencies (Selmick 1957: Andrews 1971, p. 47). 
They enable the firm to perform business activities pariicularly well compared to its 
competition (McKelvey and Aldrich 1983) and are sources of competitive advantage 
leading to superior performance (Mahoney and Pandian 1992. p. 364; Peteraf 1993, p. 
185). These competencies evolve as the firm discovers more valuable ways of using its 
resomes and capabilities c o m p d  to its competition (Penrose 1959, p. 24; Bamey 
1994, p. 118), either by producing more economically and or by better satisfying 
customer wants (Peteraf 1993, p. 1 80). 
Similarly, "COR competencies" define the absolute minimum m u r c e s  and value- 
addeci skills that are at the v c y  core of the business (Prahalad and Hamei 1990; Quin and 
Hilmer 1994; Quin 1999). They make a sigaificant contribution to customer-perceived 
value and contribute to the competitiveness of a range of products or services. They last 
longer than individual products or services, do not diminish with use, but are enhanced as 
they are applied and shared (Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Hamel 199 1; Hamel and Prahalad 
1994). Firms must perform them Mer than their cornpetitors, stnve to maintain world 
leadership in thern and maintain control over their development by deploying internai 
resources (Hamel and Rahalad 1989; Welch and Nayak 1992; Lei 1997; Pet& 1997; Tidd 
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and TrewheUa 1997). 
Lei defuies a core competence as "the bundie of nmi-specific knowledge, skills, 
technological capabilities and organisation that form the bais  of the h ' s  ability to 
mate value in ways that other cornpetitors c m o t  do so easily" (Lei 1997, p. 21 1). Core 
competencies can aiso be thought of as "consisMg of bodies of technological expertise 
(both product and process) and organisational capacity to deploy that expertise 
effwtively" (Coombs 1996? p. 346). They have an interna1 structure that is composed of a 
number of capabilities that are mapped more closely onto technologically defined 
domains of knowledge and expertise. It is this ability to combine appropriate capabilities 
into specific competencies that is embodied in the organisational dimension of a core 
competence (Coombs 1996). Thus core competencies are the collective learning of the 
orgmization that relates to harmonizing multiple streams of technology and coordinating 
diverse production skills (Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Hamel and Frahaiad 1994). 
Leonard-Barton uses the term "core capability" synonymously with core 
competence. She defines it as "the knowledge set that distinguishes and provides a 
cornpetitive advantage" (Leonard-Barton 1992, p. 113). The howledge set is core if it 
"differentiates a Company strategically" (Leonard-Banon 1992, p. 11 1). There are four 
dimensions to this knowledge set: the employee knowiedge and skills in which the 
contents are embodied: the techaical systems in which the contents are embedded; the 
managerial systems that guide the processes of knowiedge creation and control; and the 
values and n o m  which are associated with the various types of knowledge and control 
processes. Knowledge and ski11 sets (Quin and Hiimer 1994) encompass both h- 
specific techniques and scientific understanding. Knowledge embedded in technical 
systems resuits h m  the accumulation, codifying and stnicturhg of tacit howledge and 
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includes both information and procedures. Managerial systems represent the formal and 
informal ways of creating knowledge. The interaction between product development 
projects and con  capabilities is affected by how well aligned are the values, skills, and 
managerial and technical systems required by the project with those currently prevalent in 
the firm (Leonard-Barton 1 992). 
In order to be core, competencies must meet at least three distinguishing criteria 
(Prahalaâ and Hamel 1990). First, they should exhibit extendibility by providing poteritid 
access to a wide variety of markets. Thus they are the gateways to tomonow's markets. 
Second. they should provide customer-perceived value by delivering a significant 
contribution to the perceiveci customer benefits of the end products. Likewise. core 
competencies should produce value at a bat-in-class standard (Coyne, Haii and Clifford 
1997). Third, core competencies should be difficult for competitors to imitate' and will be 
so if they are a complex harmonization of individual technologies and production skills 
(Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Hamel and Prahalad 1994). Thus they should be distinctive 
relative to competitors' competencies (Gorman and Thomas 1997). Building on the above 
works, we define core competencies as foilows: 
Tore competencies are those combinations of complementary knowledge 
and ski11 bases that are difficult for competitors to imitate; they enable the 
nmi to execute one or more critical processes that create substantial customer 
value in a wide variety of ways and at a best-inclass starridard. Core 
competencies are embodied within the f h ' s  personnel, are embedded within 
the technical and managerial systems and are shaped by the firm's culture." 
The core competence concept, though widely discussed in the literaîure and 
adopted by practitioners to varying degrees, (Perts 1997) is not without its difficulties. At 
the concepnial level, it is m d y  descriptive rather than analytical since its origins lie in 
early exploratory case studies (Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Unland and Kleiner 1996). At 
the language level, the vanous meanings associated with terms and symbols such as 
skilis, abilities, capabilities and competencies make precise definitions more difncult 
(Prahalad and Hamel 1990; LeonadBarton 1992; Hamel and Prahalad 1994; Cmmbs 
19%; Javidan 1998). This has resdted in cross-industry variation in the meaning of core 
competence, how core competencies shodd be identifieci and how the concept might best 
be implemented (Unland and Kleiner 1996; Coyne et al. 1997). Thus the core competence 
concept does not render easily to empincal testing although there is a smail but growing 
work in this area (McGrath 1996). Finally, initiatives for in t ephg  the resource-based 
stream with the positioning stream of strategy is ongoing, but lagging behind practice 
(McKieman 1997). Thus, for the practitioner, the core cornpetence concept has not 
provided an easily assimilatcd b e w o r k  for managea to use (Coyne et al. 1997; Petts 
1997). Nonetheless, core competence is an important concept for the fkn and has 
implications for b-University innovation. 
2.13 Buüding Core Cornpetencies 
This study is concemed with core competencies that are technological in nature, 
such as Honda's expertise in engines or Canon's competence in miniaturisation (Rahalad 
and Hame1 1990). The work of n d  seledon forces results in a dynamic environment 
which affects these c o i  competencies (Nelson and Winter 1977; Porter 1980; Porter 
1985). For example, the perceivecl-value that customers associate with a core competence 
may change over time (Collis 1994; Petts 1997; Mascarenhas, Baveja and Jamil 1998). 
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From the 1970s to 1980s, Japanese car producers were Werentiated by their superior 
reliability: an important value element for customers of motor vehicles at that the .  But 
by the mid 1990's Western car manufacturers had closed the quality gap and reliability 
had become a prerequisite for every car manufacturer (Hamel and Rahalad 1994, p. 21 1). 
Consequentiy, a cornpetence may gradually evdve fiom core to non-core as its 
importance decreases due to the changing external environment or fiom non-core to core 
as its importance increases. 
Since core cornpetencies are such an important source of cornpetitive advantage 
(Hamel 1991; Day 1994; Harnel and Prahalad 1994; Marino 1996; Granstrand et al. 
1997), h s  need a dynamic approach to managiag their changing effectiveness 
(Leonard-Barton 1992; Teece et al. 1997). One way is to mengthen existing core 
cornpetencies through improvements or additions to underlying resources and 
capabilities, thus maintaining superiority over cornpetitors' cornpetencies in terms of 
uniqueness, inimitability and customer value generation (Prahalad and Hamel 1990: 
Hamel 1991; Hamel and Prahalad 1994; Cravens, G r d e y ,  Piercy and Slater 1997; 
Gonnan and Thomas 1997). Consider, for example, if Hon& had acquired a N'EUT 
related to improved engine vibration cancellation. If this technology enabled engine 
speeds to increase by 50% while limiting increases in vibration levels to only IO%, then it 
would clearly f d  within the expertise of designhg high rewhg, vibration fke engines. 
The outcome of this is that Honda could produce cars that are more powerfbl and faster, 
yet remain smooth and cornfortable for the Qiver. Thus it enhances the specific 
customer-perceived value for which Honda is noted. 
ûther situations might require the crcation of new core cornpetencies ( P m  1997; 
Javidan 1998; Mascarenhas a al. 1998). This happens whcn a decision is made to build a 
I I 
new core competence witb new abilities that do not cunentiy exist, or the decision is 
made to re-configure existing abilities into a new core competence. 
Building core competencies may be viewed as  an investxnent mode of R&D 
(Cwmbs 19%). It is concerned with the accumulation over tirne of selected stocks of 
assets (Dierickx and Cool 1989) that results in a port$olio of technologicai capabilities 
which feed into core competencies. This accumulation may be through internai 
development or tbrough seleaive acquisition fiom e x t e d  sources. Technologies? 
however, Vary in their degree of stmtegic vaiue. "Enabling" technologies, for example, 
are essential to the q d t y  and efficiency of the design, manufacture and delivery of the 
company's products or services. They are, however. broadly available to mernbea of the 
indwtry and therefore offkr Linle strategic value (Whelan 1989; Pnybylowicz and 
Faulkner 1993. p. 33). "Strategic" or "kef' technologies, on the other hand differentiate 
the firm 6rom its cornpetition by enabling it to provide greater vaiue to its customers. 
They are pmprietary to some degree and fimis seek to contml them (Whelan 1989; 
Welch aod Nayak 1992; Pnybylowicz and Faulkner 1993, p. 33; Tidd and Trewhelia 
1997, p. 370). 
This research focuses on the adoption by nmis of new extemal technologies 
developed by rmiversities. It is concernai with understanding whether these technologies 
are associated with the core competencies of the fimis that adopt them. A new construct, 
Tore Cornpetence Association," has been developed to measure the conmbution made 
by NEUT to enhancing existing or building new core competencies For exampie, a new 
technology that enhances an existing customer-perceived vaiue or enhances an existing 
reputation of the fïrm would be coasidered to be closely associated with the finn's are 
competence. Likewise, a new technology that stmgthens an existing technology 
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capability that is strategic to the firm or one that distinguishes the firm fiom its 
cornpetitors would be considered to be closely associated with the h ' s  core 
competence (Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Hamel and Prahalad 1994). The following 
sections advance a theoretical framework for understanding why firms would or would 
not adopt NEUT as part of a con competence building agenda. 
2.1.4 The Strategic Outsourcing Penpcerive 
The outsourcing or de-vs -buy  literatm has been developed considerably 
during the last decade. It has been addressed largely by two theoretical views, namely, 
tramadon cos  analysis and strategic behaviour. Transaction cost analysis is concemed 
with organisational efficiency (cos plus benefits) and short-terni tactical considerations 
(Williamson 1989), whereas a strategic behaviour perspective focuses on organisationai 
effectiveness and the longer-term competitive considerations (Andrews 197 1 ). 
The main stream of this iiterature focuses on the manufacturing sector in the 
contes of Western companies that have often lacked competitiveness. Thus, exterd 
sourcing of high quality components for manufacturing was viewed as a way of reducing 
cost and thereby increasing competitivness (Venkatesan 1992). This approach assumed 
tbat competitive position was the primary detemiaant of competitive advantage (Porter 
1980). 
This assumption, however, has ken caüed into question by proponents of the 
resorae-based view of the firm who argue that cornpetition is as much a "race to leam" 
through the accumulation of skills and competencies as it is a battie for product-market 
position (Hame1 1991 ; Batis, Bradley and Haine1 1992, p. 14; SaLo 1994). The improper 
use of outsourcing, it was argued, could lead to a deciine in competitiveness and a 
"hollowhg out" of the corporation through the erosion of core competencies (Bettîs a ai. 
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1992, p. 7; Miles and Snow 1992). in response to this criticism, outsourcing proponents 
have embraced the strategic concepts of long-temi capability or cornpetence building as 
necessary to competitive advantage. The traditionai cost analysis ratiode for d e - b u y  
decisions was augmented with the need to maintain and build in-house the technological 
competencies. These were the core activities that providecl value for the customer, which 
were done better than the f h ' s  rivals and which were the main source of competitive 
advantage in the present and projected future. Thus the outsourcing decision involved a 
strategic process requiring the identification of core or strategic components that render 
crucial Merentiai advautage to a product (Murray and Kotabe 1999). These must be 
sourced intêmall.; while noncritical components could be outsourced (Venkatesan 1992; 
Welch and Nayak 1992). Strategic outsourcing k e s  the firm to redirect valuable internai 
skills and capabilities to high value-added areas (Murray and Koutbe 1999), thus 
achieving a balance between the required skills and competencies fiom intenial and 
emernal sources (Venkatraman 1997). 
This meant that even licensing agreements that aiiowed "unique access to a 
particular technology" might not be considered part of core competencies (Hamel and 
Prahalad 1994, p. 208). Instead, leveraging core competencies against extemally 
available technologies presents an appropriate means of addressing immediate and 
specific market cornpetition (Venkatesan 1992; Welch and Nayak 1992; Quin 1999). This 
symhesis of outsourcing and core cornpetence concepts hes produced a strategic 
oursourcing approach that continues to receive support and formalisation through 
decision making models (Quin and Hilmer 1994; Mclvor, Humphreys and McAleer 
1997; Quin 1999). 
Ln the context of this research, the above argument supports the view that since 
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NEW is an extemal source of technology, it would only be acquired if it was non- 
strategic and not associated with the firm's core competencies. Consider again, the case 
o f  Honda's competence in en* design and manufacture. If Honda were to acquire a 
NEUT for enhanced plastic mouiding techniques, this would not be related to the h ' s  
core competence of engine design. The effect of this NEUT on fim performance (such as 
increased sales) may not be significant since it does not enhance the specific customer- 
perceived value for which Hoada is noted. The foregoing discussion may be expressed in 
propositional f m :  
Proposition la: When NEUT is adopted by firms for product innovation, NEUT 
that is not associated with the h ' s  core competencies is prefered over NEUT 
that is. 
However, the strategic outsourcing mode1 may not provide the best framework for 
explainkg the extemal sourcing of technological capability. For exarnple, the 
assumptions in r n a n u f m g  such as continuous sourcing of quality components at cos  
effective prices may not apply directly to the acquisition of technological knowledge. The 
former involves technology embodied in artefaa~ whereas the laner involves 
techwlogical biowledge yet to be embodied and applied (Kurokawa 1997). Because of 
the difficdty i d e n m g  and calculating acnial costs involved in M D ,  transaction cost 
analyses need to be modifîed to include benefits such as expected reductioa in 
development cost and shortened development periods (Kurokawa 1997). For example, 
time to market has ofien been found to be the overriding factor in determinhg extemal 
technology acquisition for core technologies (Tidd and Trewhella 1997). 'Ihis leads to an 
altemaiive perspective on the adoption of e x t d  technologies for core competence 
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building: the technological accumulation view of strategic behanour. - 
2.13 The Technological Accumulation Perspective 
The resoufces required for innovation are becoming increasing complex and 
muiti-disciphary (Rosenberg 1976; Rosenberg 1982; Arora and Gambardelia 1990). As 
a rem nmis may not be M y  self-contained in the lmowledge base they need to 
produce their products or senices (Ziman 1991; Gngg 1994). Extemal technologies, 
therefore, are attractive to fjnns that do not have the intemal capacity or tirne to develop 
them or when they are more econornical to acquire fkorn extenial sources (Arora and 
Gambardella 1990; Atauhene-Gima 1992; Pennings and Harianto 1992; Tidd and 
Trewhella 1997). Furthemore, the wed for complementary externai technologies appears 
to increase as the nimiber of component technologies in products increases (Granmaad 
and Sjolander 1990; Graiistrand, Bohlin, Oskarsson and Sjoberg 1992; Gramtmd et al. 
1997). For example, Tidd and T~wel la  (1997) found that some pharmaceutical firms 
acquired technologies that codd be bolted ont0 existing products. 
A technological accumulation approach enables the organisation to respond 
quickly to inevitable changes in product and process technology taking place in industry, 
and it provides a rational basis on which to build or sustain a cornpetitive advantage over 
a period of years (Bettis et al. 1992). Coasequentiy, some argue that finns can look 
extemally to acquire core capabilities if they are available h m  non-competing sources 
(Kurokawa 1997; McIvor et ai. 1997). GrandStrand and Sjolander (1990) noted, for 
example, the i n d  tendency of Swedish cornparies to use technology acquisition to 
build their base of technology and meet cornpetition (cited in Green, Welsh and Dehler 
1996). 
SUnilarly, the focus of the Japanese industry on the manufacture of quaiity 
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products and the achievement of success in the market place resulted in an empbasis on 
buying and assimilating technology from any available source (Rahalad and Hamel 
1990; Rothwell 1994a). Japawse fixms often bought new technology h m  eisewhere and 
htegrated it with their own techwlogy to produce new products, processes and 
applications (Bowonder and Miyake 1988; Bowonder and Miyake 1990). Theu 
technological advance was due to the intense efforts to Mport and assimilate techwlogy, 
and wherever possible, to improve on the best available technology in the world 
(Freeman 1987; Freeman 1987; Bowonder and Miyake 1990). 
During the 1970s to 1980s NEC built up competencies in semiconductors rapidly 
and at low cos through strategic alliances aimed at the acquisition of foreign 
technologies. As NEC'S Director of Research summed up: "From an investment 
standpoint, it was much quicker and cheaper to use foreign technology. There wasn't a 
need for us to develop new ideas" (Prahalad and Hamel 1990, p80). Similarly, Sony 
licensed the new transistor technology fiom Western Electric in 1953 and pmeeded to 
improve its performance to a level adequate for the pocket transistor radio2. Furthermore, 
a recent Indutrial Research Institute's survey confirmed that Japanese cornpies gained 
far greater benefiu h m  univmity programs in terrns of research collaboration to build 
technological capability than theh US or European counterparts (Robens 1995). 
These observations agree with product innovation theory that high innovation 
pe r fomce  is characterized by proactive new technology acquisition (Cooper 1984). 
The technology accumulation view of strategic behaviour, therefore, offers considerable 
support for building COR competencies with external technologies. 
Fmm a case study on Sony in course T84 1 by The ûpen University, UK, 1997 
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This le& to an alternative research proposition: 
Proposition lb: When NEUT is adopted by firms for product innovation, 
NEUT tbat is associated with the fimi's core competencies is prefered over 
NEUT that is not. 
2.2 Characteristic DifXerenccs in NEUT 
This section explores four characteristics related to NEUT that may be expected 
to M e r  between those situations where NEUT is associated with core competencies and 
those where it is not. Two of these. platform product orientation and hture market 
orientation, relate to the application of NEUT in the product. The other two, tacitness of 
knowledge and technology lifecycle stage are characteristics of the NEUT itsel f. 
2.2.1 Platform Produet Orientation 
Classical product life cycle theory considers market-related influences on product 
category as it progresses through the stages of introduction, growth, maturity and decline 
(Levitt 1965; Cox 1967; PoUi and Cook 1969). Product/pmcess life cycle theory exmds 
this by considering product and pmcess technology influences throughout the product life 
cycle. It argues that there is more product technology innovation early in the Wecycle 
when market uncertainty is hi&. In the later stages as market rmcertahty diminishes 
there is more process technology innovation and the focus shifts to COS and production 
economies (Utterback and Abemathy 1975; Hayes and Wheelwright 1984). Thus ''major 
systems innovatio~~~'' are 'Yollowed by countless minor product and system 
improvements" (Abernathy and Utterback 1978, p. 41). These ate represented by 
platform family produ*s on one hand and p d u c t  extension or derivative products on the 
other (Wheelwright and Clark 1992; Tatikonda 1999). Thus product/process life cycle 
theory suggests that new platform family products are more likely to occur early in the 
life cycle, and denvative produm are more likely to occur later in the life cycle. Thus 
productlprocess life cycle theory might help to explain that NEUT will more likely be 
used to create future plad.orm family products when it is associated with core competence 
than when N'EUT is not associated with core competencies. Thus, 
Proposition 2: Products based on NEUT will tend to be more like platform 
family products when N'EUT is associated with the h ' s  core competencies 
than when NEUT it is not associated with the h ' s  core competencies. 
22.2 Future Market Orientation 
Corporate strategy attempts to dehe ''what business" the h is in or ought be in 
(Andrews 1971, p. 28). One approach to corporate strategy assumes that the superior 
profitability is achieved primarily by linking the h to its environment in such a way as 
to establish a competitive position. This "outside-in" process (Javidan 1998. p. 60) 
involves identifying industry structure, addressing the five competitive forces and 
developing a defensible market position often refmed to as product-market positionhg 
(Porter 1980). The technology development decision is then made based on an evaluation 
of the mengths and weaknesses of the fimi in nsponse to threats and oppomnities 
presented by the envimament (Porter 1980). 
Management by core competence, on the other hand, is an "inside-out" pmess 
(Javidan 1998, p. 60) that requires finas to identifi COR competencies and develop 
strategic architectures based on a mategic intent (Hamel and Prahalad 1989; Rahalad 
and Hamel 1990). This process involves identifjmg streams of technology and market 
evolution teSulhg in a foreseeable pattern of industcy evoluîion. Core competencies thus 
identifid and developed are the weil spings of new business development and the 
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gateways to creating new markets where cornpetitors do not aheady exin. They influence 
the selection of markets, guide patterns of market entry and enable businesses to adapt 
quickly to changing opportunities (Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Pnybylowicz and Faulkner 
1993; Hamel and Prahaiad 1994). This is the leveraging side of core competencies which 
exploits economies of scope, Le., using core competencies as "the platform fiom which 
innovation can jump into new projects" (Prahaiad and Hamel 1990; Unland and Kleiner 
1996, p. 8; Mascarenhas et al. 1998). 
The over-reliance on product-market positioning and subsequent failure to 
manage by core competencies has been the focus of ment academic debate (Porter 199 1 ; 
Bettis et al. 1992; Prahalad 1993; McKiernan 1997). Since core competencies are sources 
of long-term competitiveness, management by core cornpetence shodd be seen as a 
supplement rather than an alternative to product-market positionhg (Javidan 1998). The 
above suggests that a cornpetence-based corporate strategy might help explain why £ïrms 
would acquire NEUT for building and leveraging their core competencies in order to 
address new friture market ne&. Thus, 
Proposition 3: Products biised on NEUT will tend to address new futiire 
markets more when NEUT is associated with the firm's core competencies than 
when NEUT it is not associated with the h ' s  core competencies. 
2.23 Tacitness of Knowleâp 
The concept of absorptive capacity may offer an explanation for when NEUT 
might be associated with core competencies. Absorptive capacity is the ability of a firm 
to recognise the value of ww, extemal information, assimilate it, and apply it to 
commercial ends (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). It is largely a hction of the h ' s  level 
of prior related knowledge. Since the tim ffouses its scarce resource on its core 
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competencies, it is expected to have a higher degree of absorptive capacity in areas 
related to its core competence and a lower degree of absorptive capacity in areas outside 
of its core competence. This means that the firm is better able to assimilate new 
technological knowledge in its core competence areas (Veugelers 1997). For example, 
some fims have k e n  found to use extemal sources of technology to ''fil1 gaps" in their 
current in-house competencies (Tidd and Trewhella 1997, p. 369; Lowe and Taylor 
1998). Likewise, 'when researcb results can be used within an existing technological 
system, the research has often ken rapidly and successfully transferred" (Betz 1994. p. 
789). 
A higher degree of absorptive capacity also implies an increased ability to absorb 
knowledge. Tacit knowledge is more difficult to ûansfer than explicit knowledge. Tacit 
knowledge may be identified with knowing how as distinct fiom knowing about faas and 
theones identined as explicit knowledge (Grant 1996). It resides within the individual 
researcher and cannot easily be codifiai or written d o m  (Polyani 1958)'. 
Tacit knowledge is revealed through its application by oral transmission or 
repeated observation of practice (Bems et ai. 1992; Boaaccorsi and Piccaiuga 1994; 
Grant 1996). Since science is largely person-embodied (Pavin 1 W), NEUT ofien 
comprises knowledge having a large degree of tacitness (Nelson and Winter 1982) 
requiring extensive oral transmission or personnel mobility. The transfer of tacit 
knowledge between people is slow, costiy and uncertain (Kogut and Zander 1992; Zander 
and Kogut 1995). 
See Nonaka (1994) and tander and Kogut (1995) for rcvitws of me dimeasions of Imowledge. 
As Nelson and Winter (1982, p. 82) point out, 'tvhether. a particular bit of 
knowledge is in principle articulable or necessarily tacit is not the relevant question in 
most behavioural situations. m e r  . . .whether the costs associated with the obstacles to 
articulation are suffciently high so that the knowledge in fact remains tacit." This 
suggests tbat tacit knowledge wiU be transferred more r e m  in regimes characterised by 
high absorptive capacity such as within the h ' s  core competence. For example, 
Merck's success in pharmaceuticals is often attributed to its legacy of superb mediciml 
chernistry (Henderson and Cockbum 1994; Mowery, Oxiey and Silverman 1996). 
Finally, increased tacitness of knowledge also results in increased causal 
ambiguity (Nelson and Winter 1982) which in nim increases resistance to imitation 
(Lippman and Rumelt 1982; Peteraf 1993). Thus when NEUT is associated with core 
competence it is expected to be more resistant to imitation thaa when NEUT is not 
associated with core competence. This can be s m e d  up in the proposition: 
Proposition 4: NEUT associated with core competencies will tend to have a 
higher degree of tacitness than NEUT not associateci with core competencies. 
22.4 Tecbnology Lifccycle Stage 
Another explanation for when NEUT would be assofiated with core competencies 
might be given by innovation theory. The technology lifecycle or s-curve (Foster 1986) 
can be used to describe the stages of maturity of the technology. New university 
technologies emesging h m  the early stage of the s-curve and entering the application 
stage of rapid growth and adoption repent  potentidy valuable resources for product 
innovation (Twiss and Goodridge 1989). 
However, such technologies o h  result h m  xientific advances in forms not 
directly useable by industry (Betz 1997). Firms must then apply additional ~esources to 
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M e r  develop the technology or irnprove it, often resulting in new innovations and 
patents (Mazzoleni and Nelson 1998? p. 278). This favours the acquisition of early 
lifecycle technology for core competence, since the firm's scme resources, already 
focused on the core competence, can be readily applied to improving a technology related 
to the core competence. 
For example, a ment  study identified one pharmaceutical fimi which Licensed-in 
basic cephalosporin technology and used its internai skilis to produce a range of these 
antibiotics, hence adding value to the licensed technology (Tidd and Trewhella 1997). 
This requires a long-tem strategy for technology development with evenhial embodirnent 
of the technology in fiiture pioduct innovation. Since development of core competencies 
is a long-term strategy, innovation theory favours NEUT acquisition for core competence 
when the technologies are very new and embryonic. 
This highiights that early lifecycle technology, when further developed, may 
emerge in a considerably different form. This process also increases the degree of causal 
ambiguity (Lippman and Rumelt 1982) which, in tum. helps to prevent would-be 
imitators fiom knowing e d y  what to imitate or how to go about it (Peteraf 1993). This 
increasing resistance to imitation offers greater cornpetitive advantage. Thus, since core 
competencies should be distinctive and hard to imitate, innovation theory helps to explain 
the adoption of eatly lifecycle NEUT for core competencies. Conversely, when the new 
technology is not associated with core competence, less interna1 resource is available for 
firrther development and the new technology should be fûrthet dong the technology 
Mecycle and more ready for product application. Thus, 
Proposition 5: NEUT arsociated with core competencies WU tend to be l e s  
mature in its lifecycle than NEUT not associated with core competencies. 
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23 Conclusion to Cbapter 2 
Two alternative situations exin when fimis adopt NEUT for product innovation. 
The first is when the NEüT is associated with the firm's core competencies and the 
second is when it is not. The strategic outsourcing perspective suggests the latter while 
the tecbnologicai accumulation perspective suggests the former. These two scenarios 
have been cast as alternative competing propositions. One a i .  of this research is to 
determine which, if any, of these alternatives plays the dominant role. 
Four propositions have ken ofEered in relation to the characteristics and 
application of NEüT. Fustly, when NEUT is acquired in situtions where it is associated 
with the h ' s  core competencies, the resulting product will tend towards the platform 
family category. Secondly, when NEUT is acquired in situations where it is associated 
with the h ' s  core competencies, the resulting product wili be iatended to address new 
funrre markets. Thiràiy, when the transferred technoiogical knowledge is highly tacit in 
nature, the NEUT will k acquired in situatious where it is more closely associated with 
the h ' s  core competencies so t h  regimes of high absorptive capacity are at work. 
Fiaally, when the NEU? is in an early stage of its technology lûecycle, it will tend to k 
acqriired in situations where it is more closely associated with the h ' s  core 
competencies so that scare and focussed resources cari be applied for its M e r  
development . 
A k e w o r k  that depicts the constructs d i s c d  above is shown in Figure 1. 
The next chapter ~ n i s  to a description of how these constructs can be m e a d  and how 
the propositions can be teste6 
N'EUT Levet of Analysis 
Stage 1: Clustering 






P3 : Future Marker Orientation 
Pla : Group 2 
Stage 2: Compahg 
- ..- 
Figure 1 : The Research Mode1 
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3.0 TEE RESEARCH DESIGN 
3.1 Description of the Study 
This stuày is conducted in the context of the information and communication 
techoology ind- sector (ICT) of Canada The unit of aoalysis is the project involving 
the adoption of a specific NEUT and its application by the firm in the improvement or 
creation of a new product. 
A two-part empirical field study was conducted using survey instruments to 
coilect measures of the research variables and test the propositions. The first part 
involved a telephone survey of managers in K T  fhm hat had used NEUT in product 
innovation. The telephone s w e y  was used to idenûfy projects that matched the research 
framework and collect categoncd &ta to examine Proposition 1. This yielded a research 
sample siic of 91. A subset of these projects were then selected for participation in the 
second more detailed web-based s w e y  to collect data to test al1 the propositions. This 
yielded a research sample size of 65. 
Prior to the empirical study, p r e lhh ry  fieldwork was performed to help 
construct the meanues and provide support for the theoretical hmework. The neldwork 
compriseci multiple interviews with NO f h s  conducted dong the lines of a case snidy 
methodology (Yin 1994). An i n t e ~ e w  protocol was developed beforehand using open 
and closed-ended questions to collect data about the characteristics and application of 
NEUT and its relationship to the h ' s  core cornpetencies. The use of the pmtocol 
provided a mucnne for conducting the interviews in a systematic and objective mamer, 
thus increasing coddence in the reliabiility and robustness of the information (Yin 1994, 
P. 36). 
The first round of interviews examined the coznmercialisation of the "hypercube 
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network switch technology" developed at the University of Saskatchewan and adopted by 
PMC-Sierra Inc. A total of six interview sessions, each of approximately 1.5 hours 
duration, were conducted with two PMC-Sierra senior staff at the Saskatoon Design 
Centre. The results were recorded in the interview protocol and a report describing the 
commercialisation process was written. The report was reviewed by the interviewees and 
appmved by the ljrm for publication in this dissertation (see Appendix A). 
The second round of interviews examined the commercialisation of the "Always- 
on" DSL technology developed at the University of Saskatchewan and Telecom Research 
Laboratones and aâopted by Cntical Control Corporation. A total of ùiree interview 
sessions, each of approximately 2 hours duration, were conducted with the firm's Chief 
Technical Officer. The resdts were recorded in the interview protocol and a report 
describing the commercialisation process was witten. The report was reviewed by the 
interviewee and approved for publication in this dissertation (see Appendix B). 
The studies provided an opportunity for exploring if and how NEUT might be 
associated with fimis' core competencies. Because they were fïrm specific, it was 
possible to discuss how the intewiewees perceived their firms' core competencies and the 
relationship with the NEUT. The midies also provided an oppoTturiity to explore 
proposed research mode1 relationsbips related to tacitness, technological lifecycle, 
platform product orientation and funrre market orientation. in this way the studies 
provided background support for and confidence in the proposed theoretical fbmework. 
Data coliected during the interviews also helped to refine some of the measures used The 
case reports have been included in the dissertation as examples of how NEW' has been 
useà by fimis in developing and shaping their core compeîencies. 
3.2 Data Coüection 
The recruitment phase of this study posed two major challenges. The first was to 
identify specifïc cases of university to indwtry technology transfer and the second was to 
determine whether the technology was acntally used in product innovation. The search 
was focussed on the ICT sector of Canada. 
The initial step was to contact uaiversity technology transfer offices directly and 
ask for information regarding the licensing of their technologies to industry. Aithough 
some information was receiveci, rhis proved to be relatively unsuccessful since moa 
officers were unwilling to release information citing the confïdential nature of license 
agreements. 
It was then decided to use a multi-source approach to identifi potential reseatch 
subjects. The first involved using the NSERC awards listing to identie coiiaborative 
R&D research gants. This is a public database that iists the p t  details including the 
topic, researcher, institute and collaborating firm's names. Using a software version of 
this database for the years 1990 to 1998, seatch queries were used to identify grants for 
collaborative R&D research, industrially oriented research, Micronet partnerships, 
industriai research chairs and mtegic  projects as well as segregating them according to 
industry sector, application and h. The combination of these powemil search quenes 
resulted in identifying over 376 potential university-indwtry projects out of a database of 
80.526 grant records. Further investigation and screening resulted in a pool of 192 
potential subjects. 
The origllial372 potential subjects included 85 projeet grants associated with the 
ICT sector giant Nonel. However, it was decided to exclude these 85 h m  further 
investigation following discussions with a numkr of extemai mtwork contaas. These 
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discussions suggested that it would be quite difacuit to confirm whether NEUT adopted 
by Norte1 was used specificdly for product innovation and, if so, into which product it 
was included. One reason cited was that the size and dynamics of the organisation might 
result in fkequent changes to individual responsibilities. Anotber reason was the 
complexity of their products making it difficult IO pinpoint exactly how the NEUT was 
used. Thus, the task of tracing the outcome of NEU? could be a difficult and potentiaily 
unproductive activity. 
The next approach involved tapping into the various science and technology 
networks and centres of excellence. Using the internet as the data medium a range of 
networks were investigated to identify member companies in the ICT sector. The web- 
sites of potential companies were then researched to gather information about R&D 
activities, products, senior executives and contact information. The contact p e m  
selected was usually a senior executive such as the President CEO, CTO, Vice-President 
of M D  or Engineering. The neworks and other sources that were investigated are 
s h o w  in Table 1 below. Using these sources, a combined database of 342 potential 
pmjects was created involving 150 firms. This procedm took approximately six months 
to complete. 
The next step involved sending an email invitation to the appropriate executive at 
each firm informing them of the research and inviting them to participate in a telephone 
interview. Each email was customised to the individual fkm and included information 
about their NSERC collaborative M D  grants and their membership in science and 
technology networks. An example email is show in Appendix C. 
1 BC Advanced Systems Institute (BC-ASI) 1 
/ Communications and Mormation Technology Network of Ontario (CITO) 1 
I 
/ C d a n  Institute for Telecommunications Research (CITR) 1 
1 Canadian for Photooic hovations (CIPI) 
- -- 
1 I Institute for Robotics and Intelligent Systems (WS) 
, 
I NSERC Awards Listing ' Mathematics of Infoxmation Technology and Complex Systems Network i 
i 
j Strategic Miaoelectronic Consortium (SMC) 
- -  - r 
/ Synergy University-Industry Awards for R&D Partnmhips 
1 
1 Teleleamhg Network of Centres of Excellence 
Table 1. Data Sources Used to Idenw Subject Companies and Adoptions of NEUT. 
The mail was followed by a telephone cal1 within a few days. In moa cases, 
repeated calls were made and messages left before the person could be contacted. The 
telephone interview had several objectives. The fkt was to screen the potential projects 
as research subjects or to identify other projects more suitable. The second was to coiiect 
provisional &ta about the project and the firm and, in partjcular, the association of the 
NEUT with h ' s  wre cornpetencies. This infocmation was considered cntical to the 
research in the case of a low response rate to the main survey. The third objective was to 
invite the person to participate in the more detailed web-based siirvey. The interviews 
typicaily ranged h m  ten to twenty minutes in duration. in moa of the interviews where 
suitable pmjects were identified, the person agreed to participate in the main survey. The 
telephone survey script is shown in Appendix D. 
A second email was then sent to the person as a fornial invitation to participate in 
the web-based survey. This included a reference to the specific project that was agreed 
during the interview, instructions for complethg the survey and a hyperiink to the s w e y  
web-site. An example invitation email is shown in Appendix E and the web-based survey 
instrument is shown in Appendix F. After completion of the on-line swey fom, each 
respondent was presented with a new web-page offering a courtesy thank you message. 
For those who did not respond to the web-besed s w e y  within a week, ~peated foilow- 
up calls were made and messages left until the survey response was received, or the 
person declined to participate or the recruitment phase ended. 
Responses to the telephone survey were captured during the interview and entered 
into a custorn software database for analpis. Respoiws to the web-based survey were 
received as coded email messages. These were compiled into a separate database using 
the web-based survey software. This database was then importai into a statisticai anaiysis 
softwtw package. 
The active phase of this recruitment began on 19th October ZOO0 when the fïrst 
preliminaiy invitation emaii was sent and fished on 316 Ianuary 2001 when the last 
survey response was received. During this stage a total of 816 outgoing telephone caiis 
were made and 500 correspondence emails were sent or received. 
Of the 342 potential research subjects, 37 cases did not proceed to the telephone 
interview stage after preliminary invitations were sent either due to ditticulty in making 
contact or the rrcnlltment phase was drawn to a close. Another 2 12 were screened out as 
unsuitable as a result of the telephone immiew or based on new information prior to the 
interview. Of the remaining 93 subjects, research data were collecteâ for 91 subjects 
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during the telephone nwey of which 80 cases were specific examples of NEUT that was 
embedded into a product and 11 were cases of design related twls specifically for 
developing new products. Because these tools resulted in embedding new or improved 
technological features into the products, the subjects were pooled together with the other 
80 cases creating a research sample size of 9 1. The &ta covered a time period h m  199 1 
to 2000. 
From 91 subjecu, 75 were selected for participation in the web-based s w e y  and 
agreed to do so. Of the 75 invitations to the web-based swey,  67 responses were 
received achieving an 89.3% response rate for the main swey. Of the 67 responses, one 
was subsequently found not to fît the research mode1 and one was unuseable due to too 
much missing data r d t i n g  in a final taiiy of 65 useable responses. Of the eight non- 
responses, oniy two executives refused to participate citing insunicient t h e  and four did 
not respond despite repeated cails and remindea. Two non-respoiws were associated 
with second projects fiom respondents who had already subrnitted a response to one 
project. 
Most of the subjects were cases of NEUT developed in Canadian universities and 
used by established Canadian finns. Eight cases differed slightly h m  this model. These 
comprised five examples of new technology h m  non-Cananian universities and used by 
Canadian fhm, one involving Canadian university technology used by a non-Canadian 
fimi, and two involving eariy stage companies. 
3 3  Variables and Mtrsurts 
ïhe constructs and the research variables used to tap them are Listed and &scribed 




- -  
CCA Core Cornpetence 
Association 
The degree to which the NEUT is associated 
with the firm's core cornpetencies. 
PLATF 
DERIV 
Platfonn Roduct ( The degree to which the new product created 
Future Market The degree to which the new product created 





h m  the NEW was a new platform product. 
The degree to which the new product created 




1 existing product h e .  
The degree to which the new technological 
knowledge was tacit in nature. 
Technological 
Lifecycle 
The degree to which the NEUT had 
progressed dong the technology lifecycle at 
the point of tramfer to the fim. 
Cluster Case 
Number 
Technological 1 The perceived arnount of friture development 
Dichotymous variable used to idenafy the 1 
cluster group membership, Le., group 1 or 2. / 
Lifecycle 
FSIZE 
work needed to be done on the NEUT by the 
fimi to make the product ready for the market. 
Firm Size The number of people in the firm's division at 
the tirne of the technology -fer. 
M D  Percentage The percentage of revenue spent on R&D in 
the last fiscal year. 
DIST 
The nurnber of hours taken to travel h m  the 






The proximity of the firm to the University. 
Table 2. Research Consüucts and Their Related Variables 
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An important consideration during research design was to keep the completion 
time of the web-based s w e y  instrument to between fifieen and twenty minutes. Since 
mon of the respondents to the survey were senior executives, it was felt that keeping the 
survey short would increase the participation rate. This proved to be supponed during the 
telephone i n t e ~ e w  when executives expressed concem over the t h e  the survey rnight 
take. By offering a streamlined instrument, aimost ail invitations to participate were 
accepted. 
The constructs were operatiodised as multi-item sununative d e s  where each 
item taps into a particular attribute of the construct. Seven-point Lilrert-type scales were 
used to capture subjective responses, ailowing a wide range of perceptions to be 
measured. Self-assessment measures are a cornmoniy used fom of performance 
assesment in strategy research since senior executives are typically the respondents with 
the greatea knowledge of their own business and performance (Gatignon and Xuereb 
1997). Alm, perceptions, rather îhan objectively measured factors, oRen determine 
strategy policy (Bourgeois 1980; Lowe and Taylor 1998) and several M e s  have 
demonstrated the convergent validity of such scales (Des and Robinson 1984; 
Venkatrarnan and Ramanujam 1986; Gatignon and Xuereb 1997). Special attention was 
wnetheless given to reduce potential sources of bias, such as demand characteristics and 
social desirability response. These included carefiil ordering of questions to avoid 
sending cues about the relatiotlships under investigation, consmicting questions that do 
not have sociaüy desirable responses and using reverse-coded items where possible. 
Scale reliabiiity was ais0 an important concem. interna1 reliability, as measured 
by Cronkh's coefficient alpha, increases with the number of response altematives and 
the number of items in the scale. As noted earlier, the number of me- itexns was 
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constrained to reduce deman& on executives' tirne and to increase the likeiihood of their 
participation. The number of items per sale in this study ranged from two to eleven as 
show in Tables 2 to 6. In a recent study by Murray and Kotabe (1999), scales with only 
two items and five response alternatives achieved Cronbach's coefficient alpha's of 0.78 
and 0.83., However, to facilitate impmved reliability, seven respow alternatives were 
used (Cox 1980). This is the modal number of response alternatives for scales reviewed 
by Peter (1979) and has been used in ment management research (Zander and Kogut 
1 995; Tatikonda 1 999). 
The measures were constmcted using a multi-step process. The fkst comprised a 
review of empirical literature to identify concepts that tapped into the constnicts and 
relevant measures that have been us& successfully in past research. The field i n t e ~ e w s  
were then used to provide additional support for the meawe items. This included testing 
provisional measure items with the inteniewees. Ne* careful wording was chosen to 
create measwes which were as concise as possible. For example, measures were often 
worded as short half-sentence phrases that could be used with a leading phxase. This 
ailowed several ending phrases to be grouped with one leading phrase as shown in Table 
2. In addition, the Likert-raie anchors were worded x, as to help focus the respondent's 
attention. This was done with the aim of improving the reliabiiity of the respondent's 
perceptions. For example, the scale anchors "does not describe this new university 
technology at dl" and "describes this new University technology exactly" focuses the 
respondent's attention ont0 evaluating the new university technology. 
The instrument was pre-tested to help identm potential sources of ambiguity, 
ensure ease of completion and detemine the length of time to complete the questionnaire. 
Re-testhg included intemal departmentai and extemal miewers. In addition, an on-line 
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pilot test of the web-based questionnaire and domain semer was c h e d  out to ensure that 
responses were correctly capturd and that the coasmicted database could be analysed 
using a statistical package. 
M e r  data collection, pre-selected measure items were simimed into their 
representative scales and tested for reliability uskg Cronbach's coefficient alpha The 
general procedure for including measure items in the sale was as follows. The 
coefficient aipha was fint determined using al1 the pre-selected measures. if the alpha 
was acceptable, (e.g., greater than or equal to 0.7 as suggesteâ by Nunnally 1978), dl 
items were included in the scaie. If the alpha was not acceptable, the contributions from 
individual measures were exarnined to i d e n e  which items degraded the alpha value. 
Such items were removed one-bysne nariing with the item whose exclusion resulted in 
the greatest increase in alpha The procedure was aopped when the desired limit was 
achieved or a maximum value of alpha was obtained. The resulting coefficient alphas are 
reported in Chapter 4. 
33.1 Core Cornpetence Association 
The core cornpetence association scale taps the degree to which the NEUT is 
associated with the firm's core cornpetencies. Measure items for this variable were posed 
in question bloclrs 412 and Q 13 of the survey (see A p p d i x  F). Respondents were asked 
to answer the questions from the corporate level perspective. In the instrument, 
"customers" were de- as the buyers of their firm's products; and "key technologiesy' 
as those that are proprietary to some degree and which their firm seeks to control; they 
differentiated their fïm fmm its cornpetition by enabling it to provide greater value to 
their customers. Respondents were asked to ïndicate how well each item described theu 
situation on a seven point d e  ranging h m  (1) "does not d d b e  this mw university 
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technology at all" to (7) "describes this new University technology exactiy." The higher 
the score the m e r  the association between the NEUT and the h ' s  core competencies. 
These items were combined to measure core competence association in two 
different ways. Initidy, the measure items were used as cluster variables in a 
mdtivariate cluster analysis, described later in this chapter. During this procedure, ody 
those maure items that resulted in a reliable and robust cluster mode1 were selected. 
This seleetion of items, shown in Table 2 below, was then combined into the multi-item 
sa le  (denoted CCA) and tested for intemal reliability as reported in Chapter 4. 
Core competence association was also measured during the telephone survey. 
Participants were asked to rate the association of NEUT to their core competencies by 
selecting one of the following three response alternatives: 
unrelated to our h ' s  existhg core competencies 
helps strengthen our h ' s  e x i h g  core competencies 
helps build a new core competence for our h. 
I MEASURE ITEMS I REFERENCE l 
123 We would have a distinct advantage if our 
cornpetitors did not have acctss to this new 
University technoiogy. 
- - - - - - 
this new miversity tec hnology will be 
very important to our competitiveness. 
(Prahalad 1993, p. 45; Hamel and Prahaiad 
1994, p. 205; Tidd and Trewhella 1997, p. 
370) 
(Rzyby lowicz and Faulkner 1993. p33 ; 
Hamel and Rahalad 1 994, p. 2 1 O; Quia 
and filmer 1994, p. 47; Tidd and 
TrewheUa 1997, p. 370) 
12.3 We wiil continue to mvest in this new univcrsity 
technology for a significant pcriod of the.  
-- - 
md l 9909 p. 84: 
of our products. 1993, p. 42; Harnei and Prahalad 1994, p. 
204,205; Quin and Hilmer 1994, p. 45: 
Cravcns et al. 1997, p. 497) 
(Rabalad and Hame1 1990. p. 89; 
Mascarenhas et al. 1998, p. 125) 
1 3.1 . . . will be wiùl  for a significant p&od of the.  
1 3.5 . . . has exceptional synergy with our existing 
m g i c  capability. 
mal* and 1990* p. 82; Hanel 
and Rahalad 1994, p. 200,206; Quin and 
(Unland and Kieiner 1996, p. 8; Mclvot et 
al. 1997, p. 172; Tidd and Trcwhella 1997, 
p. 369) 
13.6 . . . will heip build a new stratcgic capability. (Rahalad and Hamcl 1990, p. 80; Hamcl 
and Raialad 1994, p. 2 14; Lei 1997, p. 
221; Petts 1997, p. 554) 
13.8 . . . will impmve one of our existing key 
ttchnologies. 
(Przyby lowicz and Fadimer 1993, p. 33 ; 
Betz 1994, p. 789; Lei 1997, p. 220; Tidd 
and Tfcwhella 1997, p. 3 70) 
13.1 O . . . is ke ly  to replace ont of our C X ~ S M ~  key 
technologies. 
Table 3. Measures Items Used as the Cluster Variables and in the Variable: CCA 
(Rrybylowicz and F d a ' m  1993, ~3.1;  
Be@ 1994, p. 789; Lei 1997, p. 220; Tidd 
and Tmvhclia 1997, p. 3 70) 
13.12 . . . is W l y  to kcorne a key techaology =me 
timt in the firnnt. 
(Rrybylowicz and Fauikncf 1993, p. 33; 
Tidd and Trcwhella 1997, p. 37 1) 
33.2 Platform Product Orientation 
The p l a h  product orientation was represented by two scales. PLATF taped the 
degree to which the new pmduct created from the NEUT was a new platform product. 
DERIV taped the degree to which the new product created fiom the NEUT was an 
irnprovement IO an existing product line. Measure items for these variables were posed in 
question block QI4 of the suwey. Respondents were asked to indicate how well each 
item described their situation on a seven point scale ranging fiom (1) "does not describe 
our new product at di" to (7) "describes our mw product exactly." The higher the score 
the greater the product resembles pladorm or derivative characteristics. Items 14.1 and 
14.7, shown in Table 4a below, were a priori assigned to the scale PLATF and tested for 
reliability as reporteci in Chapter 4. 
1 MEASURE ITEMS 1 REFERENCE 1 
14.1 . . . marks tbc kginning of a acw phîfonn 
b i l y  / product line for o u  fim. 
(Song and Montoya-Weiss 1998, p. 126; 
Tatikonda 1999, p. 4,11) 
t 4.7 ... is unlike anything seen in tbe maricetplace 
bcfore. 
(Gatignon and Xumb 1997, p. 89; Song and 
Montoya-Weiss 1998, p. 126; Tatikonda 1959, 
p. 20) 
Table 4a Mesures Items Comprising the Variable: PLATF 
Items 14.2 to 14.6 were selected for the sale D E W  and tested for reliability. 
Item 14.6 was found to degrade the coefficient alpha and was therefore excluded fiom the 
d e .  The rernaîning items used are shown in Table 4b below. 
MEASURE ITEMS 
- - 
inmeases tbe performance level of and Montoya-Weiss 1998, p. 126) 
our txisting product Ime. 
REFERENCE 
14.2 . . . is an extension of our eùstiag platforni h i l y  
; product line. 
14.3 . . . adds new funnionaiity to o u  existing product 
line. 
(Song and Moatoya-Weiss 1998, p. 126; 
Tatikonda 1999, p. 4 , l l )  
(Gatigpon and Xumb 1997. p. 89: Song 
and Montoya-Weiss 1998, p. 126) 
3.3.3 Future Market Orientation 
The ftture market orientation sale (FUTMKT) taped the degree IO which the new 
product created h m  the NEUT was intended to address a new market in the future. 
Measure items were posed in question block Q15 and in question 416 of the survey. 
Respondents were asked to indicate how weii each item described their situation on a 
sevm point scale ranging h m  (1) "does not describe our new product at ali" to (7) 
" d d b e s  our new product exactly." The higher the score the -ter the product is 
14.5 . . . substantially inmases the level of funaional 
integration of our cxisting p d u c t  line. 
intended to serve new funire markets. 
Only items 15.3 and 15.4, show in Table 5 below, combined to provide an 
adeqwe coefficient alpha Items 15.1 and 152 were reverse coded measures intended to 
be combined with items 15.3 and 15.4. However. 15.1 and 152  resulted in signifjcant 
AppendUr A 
Table 4b. Measurrs Items Comprising the Variable: DERIV 
degradhg of coefficient alpha and were thus excluded h m  the scale.. Similady, question 
16 was intended to measure the fuhue market orientation of the product but failed to 
combine reliably with 15.3 and 15.4 and was therefore excluded. 
-- - - -- 
MEASURE ITEMS REFERENCE 
15.3 We expectcd our new product to sewe a market neeâ not 
adâressed by our cornpetitors at that the .  
Table 5 .  Measures Items Comprising the Variable: FUTMKT 
(Hise and Groth 1995, p. 38; 
Taakonda 1999, p. 6,U) 
15.4 We expected our new pmduct to addms the needs of a 
newiy emerging market. 
32.4 Tacitness 
The tacituess sale  (TACIT) taped the degree to which the new technological 
knowledge was tacit Ui nature. Measure items for this variable were posed in question 
blocks QI0 and Q11 of the survey. Respondents were asked to answer the questions with 
respect to the t h e  when the University technology was king transferred to the fh. 
They were asked to indicate how well each item described their situation on a seven point 
sale ranghg fiom (1) "does not d e s d e  the transfer of this technology at dl" to (7) 
"describes the tramfer of this technology exactiy." The higher the score the greater the 
tacitness of the new technological knowledge. 
Items 10.1, 1 1 î and 1 1.3 were found to degrade the coefficient alpha and were 
therefore excluded h m  the d e .  The remaining items, show in Table 6 below: 
combined reiiably to provide an adequate coefficient alpha. 
(Hise and Groth 1995. p. 38; 
Christemen 1997, p. 19,24,4 1.44; 
Gatignon and Xuereb 1997, p. 8 1) 
1 MEASURE ITEMS 1 REFERENCE 1 
103 To assis with the technology transfer, the university 
researchen spent an extendcd period of t h e  at our finn. 
(Polyani 1958; Winter 1987; Lei 
1997, p. 216; Lmnarcj 1998) 
10.3 To assist with the techology hansfer, university midents 
who workcd on the tcchnology spent some the at our fimi. 




1 0.4 To hnrher develop tbis XICW technology, we hircd some of 
the dvcrsity rcsearchcrs. 
(Nelson and Wmter 1 982. p. 1 24; 
Grigg 1994, p. 295; Teece et al. 
1 1. I ûur techicai staff are very knowledgeable in disciplines 
closely related to tfiosc of the university researchers. 
- -- -- .- - -- - -  
Table 6. Measures Items Comprising the Variable: TACIT 
(Cohen and Levinthal 1990, p. 
128; Saviotti 1998, p. 848,849) 
1 1.4 Our technical Mnetded fiquent discussions with the 
university rcsearchers to Mly undcrstand thjs new 
technologv. 
33.5 Technology Lifwcle 
The technology lifecycle xale (Foster 1986) taped the degree of maninty of the 
technology. University technologies often resuit fkom scientific advances in forms not 
directly useable by industry (Betz 1997). Firms must therefore apply additional resources 
to M e r  improve or develop the technology (Mazzoleni and Nelson 1998, p. 278). 
The measure items used for this c o m c t  were posed in question blocks Q8 and 
Q9. Respondents were asked to answer the questions with respect to when the uoiversity 
technology was king transferted to the h. They were asked to indicate how well each 
item describai their situation on a seven point scale ranging h m  (1) "does not describe 
this new University technology at dl" to (7) "describes this aew University technoiogy 
exactly" and (8) "not applicable." Subjects that responded in the 'hot applicable" 
Polyarii 1958; Reed and 
DeFillippi 1990: Kogut and 
Zander 1992, p. 3 89; Nonaka 
1994, p. 35; Lei 1997. p. 2 16; 
Tidd and Trewhella 1997. p. 372) 
category were excluded firom the analysis. 
Two sets of measures were developed. The fint set, represented by the sale 
LEECYCl and posed in question block Q8, taped degree to which the NEW had 
progressed along the technology lifecycle at the point of m f e r  to the h. Increasing 
scores represent funher progress along the lifecycle c w e  and inmaskg readiness of the 
new technology for application. Item 8.1 was excluded fiom the scale due to low 
reliability. Items 8.2 to 8.4, shown in Table 7a below, combined reliably into the scale. 
MEASURE ITEMS 
8.3 - .. a prototype <bar demonstrateci the generai principie (Beo 1994, p. 793) Appmdh B 
or concept. 
REFERENCE 
When we received this new technology, the 
uaiversiîy provided us with ... 
8 2  . .. a simulation mode1 or software pmgram that 
enabled us to evaluate h 
The second set of measuns, represented by the scale LIFECYC2 and posed in 
question block Q9, taped perceived amount of futine development work needed to be 
done on the NEUT by the £kn to make the proâuct ready for the market. Items 9.1 to 9.5 
were reversetoded. AU the items, as shown in Tabie 7bl combined reliably ulto the d e .  
(Betz 1994, p. 792) 
8.4 . .. a prototype that demonsaatcb the tùnctions of the 
technology as it should perform in the final product. 
(Be= 1 994. p. 793) 
Table 7a. Measures Items Comprising the Variable: LIFECYC 1 
1 MEASURE ITEMS 1 REFERENCE 1 
- 
In order to m a t  our new product nquinmeats, we 
changeci this new technology by ., 
9.1 . . . adding more fiinctions. (Dosi 1982, p. 153; Fostcr 1986; Twiss 
and Goodridge 1989; Faulkner and 
Senker 1995. p. 145) 
(Dosi 1982, p. 153; Fostcr 1986; Twiss 
and Goodridge 1989) 
9.4 . . . making major changes to the physical 
implementation (such as circuits or sothvarc. 
1 9.5 . . . significantiy mnginetring it for production. 1 (Be@ 1997. p. 9) 1 
( 9.6 We made no major changes to the technology. I I 
Table 7b. Mesures Items Comprishg the Variable: LIFECYCZ 
3.4 Clustering Methodology 
The fim step in the data d y s i s  stage of this research was to classifj the data 
according to whether or not the NEUT was associated with the respective fîrm's core 
cornpetencies. These two groups were not identifiable a priori, i.e., memôership of each 
subject could not be known a priori by some categoncal variable. Cluster analysis was 
therefore the appropriate statistical technique to p u p  the subjects according to a set of 
simiiar charactmistics, i.e., groups that exhibit high intemal (within-cluster) homogeneity 
and high extemal (between-cluster) heterogeneity. 
Cluster analysis applications in strategic management research have been subject 
to some criticism concemhg over-reliaace on researcher judgement (Ketchen and Shwk 
1996). This is especially the case when using hierarchical techniques to identify and 
select the nurnber of cluters and whea clusters are formed without any adeqwte 
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underlying theoretical rationale. A simdar concern Les with the selection of clustering 
variables. For example, when an exploratory classification is perforxned, aeither the 
clustering variables or the number and nature of resuitant groups are tightly linked to 
deductive theory (Ketchen and Shook 1996, p. 443). 
The research method used here sought to avoid these shortcomings by using a 
deductive approach that ciosely tied the categories (CCA=LowMigh) to explicit theory as 
outiined previously in Chapter 2. Likewise, the clustering variables used to create the 
membership assignments were chosen h m  operation dekitions that theoretically taped 
into the categorical consmict. in addition, objective tests were used wherever possible to 
minimiî.e reliance on researcher judgement. 
A non-hierarchical clustering method was used since the number of clustea (two) 
was predetennined accordhg to prior theory. The clustering process began with 
partitionhg observations into clusters based on initiai cluster se&. Using the K-means 
algorithm4, cases were reassigned by moving them to the cluster with the closes centroid. 
These centroids were then recaiculated and the cases reassigned once more. This iterative 
process continued until every case was assigned to the cluster with the closest centmid 
resulthg in a minimum wîthin-cluster variance (Punj and Stewart 1983). By using 
multiple passes through the data, the nnal solution optimizes within-cluster homogeneity 
ami between-cluster heterogeneity (Ketchen and Shook 19%). in addition, by aliowing 
observations to switch cluster membership t b u g h  subsequent passes, the results were 
less impacted by outlier elements (Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black 1992). 
' The Quick Cluaci fimction in the SPSS statisticai sohare package was uscà. 
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The first step in ensuring the cluster solution is usefbl for research was to 
demonstrate that the solution was statistically different h m  a d o m  solution (Punj and 
Stewart 1983), i.e., that the observations did not come fiom the same population. This 
was determined using the W h '  lambda statistic to test the equality of the vectors of 
means of cluster variables across the two groups. 
3.5 Reliibüity 
A number of steps were also k e n  taken to ensure that the cluster solution was 
reliable. Firstly, the operational definitions for the variables were chosen on the basis of 
explicit theory to represent differing atûibutes of the construct core competence 
association. This helped ensure that the cluster variables were uncorrelated thus avoiding 
ovenveighting the cluster solution. Secondly, all variables were given the same range 
based on the number of response alternatives ensuring that they contributed equally to the 
clustering process. Thirdy, the contribution of variables to cluster discrimination was 
examined in order to reject those that did not provide signiiïcant diffemtiation. This was 
done by comparing the cluster mean values of each variable using the F statistic. A high 
level of significance is associated with high dixriminatory power (Hair et al. 1992). 
Cluster variables that did not have mean ciifferences signifiant to the p < 0.05 level were 
rejected. A stepwise procedure was used for this culling starting with using al l  potential 
cluster variables in the analysis. M e r  clustering, the variables that were not natisticaliy 
si@cant at the p < 0.05 level were identified and ordered according to their level of 
signincance. The variable that was the least significant was removed and the cluster 
procedure repeated with the remaining variables. The results were examineci again and 
any non-significant vanables were identifid and ordered according to their sipificame 
level. The c u h g  process was repeated ut i l  the cluster solution contained variables that 
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were dl significant. As a result, two items were rejected as described k r  in Section 4.4. 
Next, a split sample replication method was w d  to test for stability of the cluster 
solution (Moms, Blashfield and Saîz 1 98 1 ; Speece, McKLiney and Applebaum 1985). In 
this method cluster anaiysis was perfomed on a mdomly selected two-thirds subset of 
the observations. Agreement of membership assigmnents with the original solution was 
then tested as an indication of stability of the original cluster solution. This was 
perfonned ushg the kappa coefficient of agreement (Cohen 1960). Cohen's kappa 
provides an objective measure of the chancetorrected percentage of agreement between 
the two assignments (Howeli 1997). This randorn selection procedure was repeated five 
times and an average value of kappa detennined as evidence of convergence. A naal test 
for reliability of the k-means aigorithm was then perfonned by clustering using three 
different initial cluster seeds and comparing the resülting cluster centres for agreement 
(Cormak 1971). 
3.6 Vaüdity 
In addition to reliability discussed above, the research results must be valid. Two 
kinds of validity checks have been incorporateci into the research design. Face validity is 
a judgement of whether an item appears to measure what the investigator assumes it 
measures (Le., the phenomenon at issue) or said another way, whether it measures what 
its name suggests (Bailey 1987; Judà, Smith and Kidder 1991). Face vaiidity, particularly 
in regard to the topic of core cornpetencies, has ben addressed by an extensive review of 
extant literahue and received theory in order to select cluster variables that appear closely 
tied to the theoteticai attributes of the cornets of interest. Where possible, m e a m  
items have been taken h m  the litetature so that this research is cumulative with previous 
work. Face validity was also built into the research h u g h  the detailed intemiews with 
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staff in PMC-Sierra and Critical Control Corporation. These helped atFrm the proposed 
relaîionships and identie items that taped the constructs. 
Criterion validity was also addressed. Criterion validity refns to the extent to 
which independent measures of key constructs are correlated with measures used in the 
study. The cornparison variables, TACIT, LïFECYCl, LIFECYCZ, FUTMKT, PLATF, and 
DERIV, were used as the extemal cnterion to demonstrate that the clusters Mered on 
conceptuaily similar variables independent of the measures used for cluster formation 
(Speece et al. 1985). Wilks' lambda was used to test for equality of the vectors of means 
of these variables between the two groups. The resulting significance provided a meastue 
of criterion validity. 
3.7 CeoerriüsabUity 
Despite the difficulty in recniitment, considerable effort has gone into ensuring 
that the research sample is a diverse and representative one. By tapping into rnany 
different science and tecbnology networks, a broad range of firms in the ICT sector have 
been included so as to provide variability in the research sample. Also, by undertaking a 
thorough search for nmis with visible University-industry links, the pool of fims is 
considemi to comprise most of those that have active and relevant university-indwtry 
linkages and thus adequately fepresents the phenornenon under study. Furthemore, it 
could be argued that the research sample size is large in proportion to the size of the 
avaiiable population of adoptions of NEUT for product innovation in the KT sector for 
the period of 1991 to 2000. This serves to increase the generalisab'ity of the sample 
findings to the industry population. In addition to the above, care has been taken to ensure 
that the projects included in the sample offer the potentiai to control for effects which 
otherwise might confoMd the d t s .  These control variables are d i s c d  below. 
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3.8 Control Variables 
Four variables have been selected as potential sources of contexaial factors that 
might have an impact on the association of NEUT with the h ' s  core competencies. The 
variables and their definitions are show in Table 2. The first, fmn size, may be related to 
association of NEUT with the h ' s  core competencies. Larger fkns are more 
established in their technological capabiiities, are more likely to have a core competence 
and thus more likely to acquire NEUT for their core competence. They also have more 
senior management resources and are able to apply them to the development of new 
futiire markets. Firm size was operationalised using the variable FSIZE which measures 
the number of employees in the h ' s  division at the t h e  it adopted the NEUT. 
Likewise, h s  with larger R&D budgets have greater technical resources that 
allow them to adopt extemal technologies (Veugelea 1997) which might then be used to 
build core competencies. It dso enables them to more readily develop new plagorm 
products. M D  was operationalised using the variable RD which measures the percentage 
of revenue that was spent by the h in research aad development for the most recent 
fiscal year. This the  period was adopted because of the difnculty in obtaining historical 
M D  expenditure data and because expenditure tends to be relatively consistent in 
established firms. Data for both FSIZE and RD were collected during the telephone 
m e y .  
Finally, the distance fkom the fïrm to the university might have an adverse effect 
on the adoption of NEUT for building core competencies. Distance creates M e r s  to 
communication that require additional resources to overcome. It is therefore a detractor to 
adopting ememal technology that might be strategically important to core competencies. 
Barriers due to distance might also inhibit the adoption of NEUT that is very tacit in 
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nature or NEUT that is at a very early stage in the technology Lifecycle. Distance was 
operationalised using the variables DIST and TTIME. DIST is a five-level categorical 
variable that measured the proximity of the fim to the university. An increasing score 
indicates a greater distance. The levels used were: same city, same province, 
neighbouring province, distant province and outside Canada TTIME measured the 
number of bours taken to travel fiom the finn to the university by the moa appropriate 
means. Data for these variables were collected using Q4 and Q5 in the web-based survey. 
3.9 Proposition Testing 
Using the cluster analysis procedure, the &ta were partitioned into two 
heterogeneous clusters exhibiting maximum between-group variance and minimum 
within-group variance. The eleven measure items used to tap the CCA construct were 
used as individual cluster variables. The multing groups represent relatively high and 
relatively low values of NEUT association with core cornpetence respectively. They 
formed the basis for testing Proposition 1 using the chi-square goodness of fit test and for 
resting Propositions 2 to 5 using independent sample t-tests. 
In additio% the eleven measure items used to tap the CCA construct were 
combhed into a single sale and used to evaluate the correlation between CCA and the 
variables across the entire &ta set. The CCA s d e  was validated by using it to cluster the 
data into a second set of two groups and comparing the cluster assignments with those 
h m  the muiti-variate clustering. The kappa coefficient of agreement was used as an 
objective measure of consistency. A correlation ma& was then created anci support for 
the propositions was evidenced by the sign of coefficients king in the correct direction 
and sigaificant. 
4.0 RESULTS 
This section presents the results of the research undertaken using the methodology 
descrî'bed in Chapter 3. First, the descriptive statistics and scale reliabilities are presented 
for the entire data set. This is foilowed by a detailed report of the cluster analysis which is 
provides the basis for proposition testing. The final part presents the results of the tests 
for Ropositions 1 to 5. AU statistical d t s  are reported at the two-tailed level of 
si gni ficance unless otherwise stated. 
4.1 Scak Reiiabiiity - Cronbach Coefficient Alpha 
The Cronbach coefficient aipha was used to test for interna1 reliability of the 
scales. Cronbach alpha is a measure of the inter-item correlation of items in a scale. 
Alphas for each d e  were calculated and items that signifiwitly degraded the value of 
alpha were rejected fiom the scaie. The finai alpha values for each scale associated with 
the mesures in Tables 2 to 6 are show in Table 8. Lii four cases the alphas were above 
the conservative limit of 0.7 level advocated by Nunnally (1978). Two scales, TACIT and 
FUTMKT, have alpha's of 0.68 and 0.63 respectively and are above the cutoff value of 
0.6 which is still considered acceptable (Bagozzi and Yi 1988; Zander and Kogut 1995). 
The sa l e  PLATF has an aipha of 0.56. Although this is a p r e r  value, the NO items 
seem logically to belong together as indicators of the construct. Also regression analysis 
showed that R-squared went up with their combï ïon  and the combination reiated to the 
predictors in the same xnanner? though more ~ n g l y ,  than each of the individual items. 
The above factors were considered to outweigh the poorer alpha and pointed to 
combhhg the items into the d e 5 .  
- - - - - - - -- - - - 
9 would Wrc to thanl< Dr. Job Michcia for his guidance in rrsdviag ihis issue. 
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Table 8. Cronbach Coefficient Alphas for the Variable Scales 









The descriptive statistics for the main variables are shown in Table 9. Misshg 
item values were excluded resulting in a loss of one subject for FUTMKT, PLATF and 




6 l l 0.88 
2 i 0.63 
64 
respectively. The variables were comprised of two or more items each having a response 
0.72 
1 
2 1 0.56 
alternative ranging h m  1 to 7. The multi-item scores are calculated by summing the 
responses for each item in the score. For example, the CCA variable consists of 1 1  items 
and bas a possible range of 1 1  to 77. Al1 variables have means close to the centre of the 
range. The range of variable scores lies between 3.1 and 4.3 times the respective standard 
deviation indicating tbat the distribution of scores has adequate variability. The skewness 
of each variable does not exceed two times the standard error of the statistic and therefore 
are considend to be only d d y  skewed. The kuitosis o f  eafh variable is also mild. 
Therefore, assumptions of normality are not unreasonable for these variables. 
Table 9. Descriptive Statistics for the Variables 
(See Table 2 for variable descriptions) 
13 Correlation Ma* 
Table 10 shows the correlation matrix for the mode1 variables. Since the variables 
are near n o d ,  Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated. The propositions are 
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1.4 Cluster Analysis 
The cluster analysis of the cases was performed in order to create two 
heterogeneous groups representing low and high association of NEUT with core 
cornpetencies. nie resulting structure formed the basis for comparative tests. Following 
the method described in Chapter 3, the fust step was to apply a non-hierarchical cluster 
analysis to the data set. Tne analysis was perfomed with the SPSS statistical package 
using the k-means algorithm and specifying two clusten. The cluster variables were the 
11 items defmed in Table 2 of Chapter 3. The labels b r  these variables, as shown in 
Table 14. are given as 12-1, 12-2. 123 ,  etc.. representing the question items 12.2, 12.2, 
12.3. etc. 
The initial cluster seeds were automatically assigned by SPSS with a distance 
between clusten of 18.466 as shown in Table 1 1. The cluster solution converged after 14 
iterations of the algorithm at which point no more re-assignrnent of cases took place. The 
fmal distance between clusters was 8.528. 
Table I 1. Initial and Final Cluster Centres 
- - -  - 
Number of 
[tentions 
Out of 65 valid cases. 44 were assigned to cluster 1 and 21 were assigned to 
cluster 2 as s h o w  in Table 12. The resulting case assignments (cluster 1 or 2) were 




Between C lusters 
I 
Table 12. Cluster Number of Cases 
To verify that the cluster result was statistically different fiom a random solution a 
MANOVA was performed to test the equality of the vectors of the means cf the cluster 
variables across two groups as shown in Table 13. The value of W i k '  Lambda was 
0.258 with an F-value of 1 3.84 at a significance level of p < 0.00 1 and with a partial Eta- 
quared of 0.742, concluding that the cluster solution is statistically diffemt fiom a 
random solution. 
- 
*** significant at the p < 0.001 level 
Table 13. Cluster Sigdicance: MANOVA of the Vectoa of Cluster Variable Means 
-4 number of checks were perfonned to ensure that the cluster solution was 
diable. First, since each variable had a range of 1 to 7, they contributed equally to 
cluster differentiation. NW the ciifference in final cluster centre values of each variable 
across the two groups was tested for significance using the F natistic. A culling 
procedure for removing non-significent variables fiom the cluster mode1 was foiiowed as 
















































lack of discrimiDatory power. The fùst item was Q6 "Did you receive any exclusive 
rights to the new University technology." This variable was re-coded to provide the range 
" 1 " non-exclusive and "7" exclusive but failed significance (F4.82 1,  Sig4.368). 
Likewise for the second item, 413.2 "This new university technology is very difficult to 
duplicate by our competitors," mean value was not significantly different between the 
clustets (F=2.68, Sig = 0.107). The average value for this item across the whole sarnple 
was 3.85 suggening that NEUT, on average, was perceived not to be pariicularly difficult 
to duplicate by h s '  competitors. in the final model, the clifference in means between 
the two groups for each remaining variable was statisticdy significant at the 0.05 level or 
less as shown in Table 14. Thus each variable contributed significantly to the cluster 
discrimination thereby providing support for the reliability of the cluster result. 
1 cluster centres 1 Cluster 1 Error 1 
signincant at the p < 0.05 leveI 
*** signifiant at the p < 0.001 lcvel 
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A split replication process was also used to test the stability of the ciuster solution. This 
involved randomly selecting 50 cases (approximately two-thirds of the total data set) and 
pefiorming a cluster solution on them. Each resulting cluster membership assignment was 
compared to the original solution using the kappa coefficient as an objective measure of 
agreement. Table 15 shows the results for 5 random selections. 
The value of kappa ranged fiom 0.91 1 to 1.000 with an average value of 0.982. 
Al1 values of kappa were significant at p < 0.001. The distance between cluster centres 
ranged fiom 8.537 to 9.138 with an average value of 8.809 cornpared to 8.528 for the 
original solution. The case assignments for cluster 1 and cluster 2 ranged fiom 3218 to 
36:14. The ratio of case assignments for cluster 1 to cluster 2 ranged h m  1.777 to 2.571 
with an average value of 2.108 compared to 2.095 for the original solution. These results 
demonstrate convergence of the sub-sample clusten with the original cluster solution and 
provides m e r  evidence of the stability and reliability of the cluster solution. 
1 Trial 1 N 1 Cluster Kappa / Ratio of 1 Distance Between 
Assignment Coefficient Assignrnents Cluster Centres 
-- - - -- - 
*** significant az the p< 0.W i level 
Table 15. Cluster Stability: Cluster Cornparision Using Split Replication 
Average I 8.809 : 0.982*** 2.108 
The cluster solution was then tested for criterion validity to demonstrate that the 
clusters differ on conceptuaily sllnilar variables independent of the measures used for 
cluster formation. The proposition variables, TACIT, LIFECYC 1, LEECY C2, 
FUTMKT. PLATF and DERN, were used as the extenial criterion since they were 
independent from the cluster variables (see Table 2 for variable descriptions). A 
MANOVA was performed to test the equaïty of the vectors of the means of the cntenon 
variables across the two groups. The results are show in Table 16. Mer  discarding 
missing values fkom all variables, the number of valid cases was 58 and these were 
aiiocated as 40 for cluster 1 and 1 8 for cluster 2. The value of Wilks' Lambda was 0.642 
with au F-value of 4.73 signifiant at the pc0.001 level and a partial Eta-squared of 
0.358. This result provides evidence in support for criterion validity. 
*** significant at the p< 0.00 1 level 




As noted earlier, most of the subjects were cases of NEUT fiom Canadian 
universities and useci by estabüshed Canadian h. However. five cases were new 
technology fiom non-Canadian universities and used by Canadian firms, one was an 
example of Canadian University technology thai used by a non-Canadian firm, and two 
involved early-stage spin-off companies b d  on NEUT. As a check for data 
dependency, cluster anaiysis was performed with these cases removed and the resdting 
















below shows complete agreement for the cluster solutions in each of the above exclusions 
indicating that they do not affixt the stability of the cluster solution. 
Cases Excluded (n) Cluster Kappa Distance Between / 1 Assigrment CWE. 1 cluster centres 
l 
I Noue (O) 1 6 5  ( 44:21 ( - ( 8.806 l 
1 Non-Canadian NEUT ( 5 )  1 60 1 40 : 20 1 1.000*** 1 8.479 1 
*** sigificant at the p< 0.001 level 
Table 17. Test for Data Dependency: Exclusion of Special Cases 
In conclusion. the foregoing results indicate that the cluster solution is 
significantly different fkorn a random solution as inâicated by the difference in vectors of 
the means of the cluster variables across two groups. The solution is diable, in that al1 
variables contribute equally in terms of their mge  and that ail variables contribute 
significantly to cluster discrimination. Stability and reliability have also been re-affirmed 
by comparing the results of cluster solutions fiom 6ve split-sample replications with the 
original solution. Finally, a degree of criterion vaiidity has been established by the 
examining the diffmnce in the vectors of the means of the proposition variables that are 
independent of the measures used for cluster formation. Based on these results, the cluster 
solution can be used with a high degree of confidence for testing the research model. This 
cluster solution has been obtained by using the 11 measure items that comprise the CCA 
scaie as the cluster variables. The mdting case assignments into two groups has ken 
used to test the propositions using a MANOVA and individuai coaaasts for the variables. 
Correlation coefficients have also been calculateci between the variables and the 
CCA scale for the combined data set in order to evaiuate the magnitude of the effects. 
The CCA scale was determined to be intemally consistent and reliable as indicated by the 
value of 0.9 for the coefficient alpha shown in Table 2. The scale was also validated by 
using it as a single cluster variable and comparing the resulting group assignments with 
the multi-variate cluster solution. Table 18 shows that the cluster solution using the single 
cluster variable CCA produced a group membership of 4223 compared with the original 
cluster membership of 44:2 1. nie  kappa coefficient of agreement was 0.93 1 and was 
significant at the p < 0.001 level which demonstrates a high degree of agreement. 
Single Variable 
Solution 
*** significant at p < 0.001 level 
Table 18. Validation of Variable CCA: Crosstabuiation of Single CCA Variable Cluster 
with Onginal Mdtivariate Cluster 
A final test was performed to determine the stability and reliability of the k-means 
cluster algorithm under different starhg conditions. Using the CCA variable, three initial 
ciuster seeds were selected aad the final cluster centres were compared. Table 19 shows 
that for al1 three initial cluster centres the firial cluster centres and group assignments 
were identical. This demonstmtes the reliability of the k-means aigorithm to produce a 
consistent resuit independent of differing initial conditions. 
Table 19. Robustness of K-means Algonthm: Diff'erent Initial Cluster Centres 
Dist. Between 
1.5 Descriptive Statistitirs for the Variables Across Groups 1 and 2 
The descriptive sratistics for the variables across groups 1 and 2 are show in 
Table 20. All variables have means close to the centre of the range and appear to have 
adequate variance. The skewness of each variables does not exceed two times the 
standard error of the natistic and therefore the variables are considered to be only mildy 
skewed. Likewise? the kurtosis of each variables does not exceed two times the standard 
emr of the statistic and therefore the variables are coasidered to exhibit only mild 
kurtosis. Therefore, assumptions of normality are not unreasonable for these variables. A 
Levene's test for equality of variance was performed for each variable and found to be 
not significant. The~fore, assumptions of homogeneity of variances are not unreasonable 
for these variables. 
Number of Final Cluster Cluster 
centres , Iterations 1 centres 1 h s i g ~ u n ü  

4.6 Coatrol Variables 
The descriptive statistics of the conml variables are presented in Table 22. The 
control variables exhibit extreme skewness and kurtosis. Non-parametric statistics have 
been used to evaluate the controls since assumptions of nomality are 
One measure of the effect of these controls is obtained 
not valid. 
by examining their 
between-group ciifferences. The Mann-Whitney U statistics. shown in Table 21 below, 
indicate that the controls do not differ significantly across groups 1 and 2. This suggests 
that these controls wiU not have a significant effect on the propositions. 
Table 2 1. Maon-Whitney Staîistics for Con001 Variables ACTOS Groups 1 & 2 



































































làble 22. Descriptive Statistics for Contruls Açross Oroups I & 2 
(See Table 2 for variable descriptions) 
S ke wness 
4.7 Tests of Propositions 
In this section the results of tests for each proposition is reported. As noted above, 
the cluster analysis procedine produced two heterogeneous groups with minimal within- 
group variance and maximum between-group variance using the 11 cluster variables. 
Group 1 represents those cases where there is a HIGH association between NEUT and the 
fimi's core competencies. Group 2 represents those cases where there is a LOW 
association between NEUT and the firm's core competencies. For simplicity. these 
groups have been labeled as *associated w i t h  and 'hot associated with" core 
competencies respectively. They form the bases for between-group analyses that are used 
to test the propositions. Proposition 1 is related to research question 1 and is the first to be 
reported followed by Propositions 2 to 5. 
4.7.1 Results for Proposition 1 
Propositions la and lb  can be restated in the form of nul1 and alternate testable 
hypotheses as follows: 
810: There is no ciifference between the fiequency of occurrence of instances 
where NEUT is associateâ with the h ' s  core competencies and where NEUT 
is not associated with the fimi's COR cornpetencies. 
81a: The fiequency of occurrence is greater for insrances where NEUT is NOT 
associated with the h ' s  core competencies than for instances where NEUT is 
associated with the h ' s  core competencies. 
Hlb: The fkquency of occurrence is greater for instances where NEUT is 
associaîed with the b ' s  core competencies than for instances where NEUT is 
NOT associated with the f h ' s  core competencies. 
66 
The results support Hypothesis 1 b and Proposition 1 b. The fiequency distribution 
of the case assignments fiom the telephone survey and its goodness of fit test statistic 2 
are shown in Table 23. Since the value of x' (2, is 6.768 and it is significant at the p<0.05 
level, the n d  hypothesis is rejected It is concluded that the obtained fiequencies differ 
from the expected fkquencies more than would be predicted by chance. Furthermore, 
oniy 4 cases responded as unrelated to core competencies while 66 were for strengthening 
existing core competencies and 21 for building new core competencies. Thus the 
frequency of occurrence of instances where NEUT is associated with the h ' s  core 
competencies is far greater than the fiequency of occurrence of instances where NEUT is 
not associated with the h ' s  core competencies. Therefore, the altemate hypothesis Hlb 
is accepted and Proposition Plb is supponed while altemate hypothesis Hla is rejected 
dong with Proposition P 1 a 
significant at the p< 0.05 level 
































Tuming next to the cluster analysis of the main s w e y  data, the fÎequency 
distribution of the case assignments and the goodness of fit test statistic XZ are show in 
Tabie 24. 
*** significant at the p< 0.005 lcvel 
Table 24. Core Cornpetence Association: Frequency Distribution and Goodness of Fit 
(Cluster Andysis of Main Swey)  
df 
1 
Since the value of 2 (1, is 8.138 and it is significant at the p < 0.005 level, the nul1 
hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded that the obtained hquencies differ fiom the 
expected fkquencies more than would be predicted by chance. Since the case 
assignments are 44 for group 1 and 21 for group 2, the frequency of occurrence of 
instances where NEUT is associated with the h ' s  core competencies is greater than 
fkquency of occurrence of instances where NEUT is not associated with the h ' s  core 
competencies. Therefore, in agreement with the telephone survey data, the alternate 
hypothesis Hlb is accepteci and Proposition Plb is supported while alternate hypothesis 

























The position of the cluster centres dong the measurement scaie also needs to be 
examineci in order to determine whether the group-bgs do, in fact, reflect "high" and 
"low" degrees of association with core competencies. This can be readily dom by 
looking at the univariate cluster solution that uses the muiti-item CCA scaie as the cluster 
variable. From Table 19, the cluster centres are located at 57.19 for group 1 ("'high" 
association) and 30.57 for group 2 ("low" association). The total sa le  ranges fiom 1 1 to 
77 with a meari at 44. Thus the two groups do have centres at the low and high end of the 
scale, thus supporthg the notion of "high" and "low" association with core competencies. 
It was noted earlier that increasing .fmn sire and M D  expenditure may result in a 
greater likelihood for firms to have developed their core cornpetencies. Table 25 below 
shows the Spearman's correlation coefficient becween CCA and FSIZE and RD. The 
coefficients for FSIZE and RD are small and not ~ i ~ c a n t .  This agrees with the resdts 
of Table 21 indicating that there is no comlation between h size and R&D 
expenditures on the one hand and whether NEUT is associated with core competencies on 
the other hand. 
Table 25. Correlations between Variable CCA and Conmls FSIZE and RD. 













1.7.2 Results for Propositions 2 to 5 
Propositions 2 to 5 can be restatecl in the form of nul1 and testable hypotheses as 
follows: 
H2o: There is no difference in the platform family orientation, as measured by 
PLATF, between products where NEUT is associated with the h ' s  core 
competencies and products where it is not. 
HZ: Products wili tend to be more like platforni family products. as measured by 
PLATF, when NEUT is associated with the fïnn's core competencies than when 
NEUT it is not associated with the h ' s  core competencies. 
H30: There is no difference in the degree of new funw market orientation. as 
measured by FUTMKT, between products where NEUT is associated with the 
firm's core competencies and products where it is not. 
H3: Products based on NEW that is associated with the h ' s  core 
competencies will tend to have a higher degree of new fiiture market orientation, 
as measured by FUTMKT, than products using NEUT that it is not associated 
with the firrn's core competencies. 
H40: There is no clifference in the degree of tacitness of the transfemd 
technological knowledge, as meanired by TACIT, between instances where 
NEUT is associated with the finn's core competencies and instances where 
NEUT is not associated with the finn's COR competencies. 
H4: The degree of tacitness of the transferred technological knowledge, as 
measured by TACIT, will be greater for instances where NEUT is associated 
with the WS COR competencies than for instances where NEUT is not 
associateci with the h ' s  core competencies. 
70 
HSo: There is no difference in the stage of development of NEUT dong its 
lifecycle, as measured by LIFECYC 1 and LIFECYCZ, between instances where 
it is associated with the fm's  core competencies and instances where it is not 
associated with the h ' s  core competencies. 
HS: The development of NEUT will be less M e r  dong its lifecycle curve. as 
measured by LIFECYC l and LIFECYCZ, for instances where it is associated 
with the fimi's core competencies than for instances where it is not associated 
with the h' s core competencies. 
Two MANOVAS were performed to test the significance of the mode1 for the 
combination of dependent variables. The h t  MANOVA model, show in Tables 26a 
and 26b. included d l  the dependent variables. Because of missing values in the 
LIFECYC variables. the total number of useable cases was reduced fiom 64 to 58 and 
allocated as 40 for group 1 and 18 for group 2. The value of WiUrs' Lambda was 0.642 
with an F-vaiue of 4.73 signScant at the ~ 0 . 0 0  1 level and with a partial Eta-squared of 
0.358. The between-subject effects are show in Table 26b. 
*** sigdimt at the p< 0.001 level 



















Table 26b. Between-Subject Effects for MANOVA with Al1 Dependent Variables 
(See Table 2 for variable descriptions) 
The second MANOVA rnodel, show in Tables 27a and 27b. was performed 
using a reduced set of variables. Two variables, DERIV and LIFECYC 1 .  were discarded 
becaw they were used as complementary measures for Propositions 2 and 5 respectively 
and were not sigruficant in the nrst MANOVA. The LIFECYC2 variable was also 
removed because of its missing values. This resulted in an increase in the number of 
useable cases to 64 docated as 43 for group 1 and 21 for group 2. The value of Wilks' 
Lambda was 0.771 with an F-value of 5.95 significant at the p<0.001 level and a partial 
















*** signifiant n the p< o . ~  i level 
Signifjcance 
. O01 
























































/ Dependent Variable 1 F 1 Significance 1 
Table 27b. Between-Subject Effctts for MANOVA with T h e  Dependent Variables 
(See Table 20 for descriptive statistics) 
Both models provide overall evidence in support for Propositions 2 to 5.  In 
cornparhg the two models, the only major difference is the increase in significance for 
the benveen-subject effect of the dependent variable FUTMKT in the second model with 
the larger subject size. 
The following sections examine the contrasts for the individual dependent 
variables more closely as they relate to their respective propositions. One-tailed tests 
were used where indicated since specific dkctionality had been proposed. The level of 
signincance for individual tests was reduced in proportion to the total number of tests so 
as to reduce the likeLihood of accumuiating Type 1 enor probabilities and limit the 
familywise enor rate (Le., alpha level) (Duna 1961). Since four main variables were 
tested concurrently in the combined model, each individuai signincance level was set to 
one quaner the familywix error rate. 
4.73 Rcsults for Proposition 2 
The research results show fidl support for Hypothesis 2 and Proposition 2. From 
Table 26b, the mean value of PLATF in group 1 is greater than that of group 2 as 
predicted. The one-tailed sigaificance for the Merence baween muuis is 0.0005 which 





PLATF 1 11.49 
FUTMKT 3.14 
TAClT 1 7.87 
p<0.01. Thus the nul1 hypothesis is rejected and the research hypothesis is supported. It is 
concluded that group 1 and 2 are distinct popuiatioas with differing mean values of 
PLATF. Furthemore, since the mean value of group 1 is greater than that of group 2. it is 
concluded that products are more like platforni family products when NEUT is associated 
with the firmts core competencies than when NEUT it is not associated with the h ' s  
core competencies. The variable D E W  is not signtficantly different between the two 
groups as noted previously. 
Two regression models for predicting PLATF were constructed using a cluster 
dummy variable and CCA for predictors as shown in Table 28. Examination of the 
histograms of regression standardized residuais showed near n o r d  dimibutions and the 
expected versus observed cumulative probability plots of the regression standardized 
residuals showed straight line diagonals indicating assumptions of normality are valid for 
the models. The results of the regression models support the research hypothesis and 
Proposition 2. The beta coefficients for the two models are 0.395 and 0.455 and are very 
significant at the p<0.001 level. Cluster membership explains up to 14% of the variance 
of PLATF and the scde CCA explains up to 19% of the variance. As noted eariier, 
controls FSIZE and RI) show extreme skewness and kurtosis and so did not meet the 
normaüty assumptiom required for the regression models. Spearman's h o  for the 
correlations between FSIZE, RD and PLATF are 0.161 (N=55) and .195 (N=50) 
respectively and are not significant. 
i 1 M O ~ ~ I  1 1 M O ~ ~ I  2 
Notes: The first number represents the standardised beta coefficient. 
The number in brackets is the t-statistic. N = 63 




Table 28. Regession Models for Proposition 2, PLATF Score 




The research results show some support for Hypothesis 3 and Proposition 3. From 
Table 26b, the mean value of FUTMKT in group 1 is greater than that of group 2 as 
predicted. The one-tailed significance for the ciifference between means is 0.08 for the 58 
subject model in Table 26b and 0.04 for the 64 subject model in Table 2%. These are not 
sigdicant compared with an alpha of 0.025 for a one-tailed familywise error rate of 
p<0.10. However, when taken in isolation h m  the other dependent variables, they are 
sipificant. 
Two regression models for prdicting FUTMKT were constnicted using a cluster 
dummy variable and CCA for preàictors as show in Table 29. Examination of the 
histognuns of regression standardized residuais showed n a  normal distributions and the 
expected versus observed cumulative probabiiity plots of îhe regmsion stsndardized 
residuals showed straight line diagonals indicating asnimptions of nomality are valid for 
the models. The results of the regression models show support for the research 





are significant at levels of p4.10 and ~ ~ 0 . 0 1 .  Cluster membership explains only 3% of 
the variance and scale CCA explains up to 9% of the variance of FUTMKT. As noted 
eariier. control FSlZE did not meet the normality assumptions required for the regression 
models. Speamian's rho for the correlation between FSIZE and FUTMKT is -.O69 
(N=55) and is not significant 
i 1 Mode1 1 1 Mode1 t j 
1 Adjusted R' ' 1 .033' 1 .088** ( 
CCA 
Notes: The first nurnbtf npresents the standardised beta coefficient. 
The number in bcackets is the t-smtistic. N = 64 
significant at the p c 0.1 0 leveI 
** significant at the p < 0.01 level 
Table 29. Regression Models for Proposition 3, FUTMKT Score 
Based on the above evidence, the nul1 hypothesis is rejected and the research 
hypothesis is supponed. It is concluded that group 1 and 2 are distinct populations with 
differing mean values of FUTMKT. Furthermore, since the mean value of FUTMKT in 
group 1 is pater than that in group 2, it is concluded that products based on NEUT that 
is associated with the firm's con competencies tend to have a higher degree of new 
future market orientation, 
1.7.5 Rcsuits for Proposition 4 
The results support Hypothesis 4 and Proposition 4. From Table 26b, the mean 
value of TACIT in group 1 is geater than that of group 2 as pfedicted The one-tailed 
significance for the difference between means is 0.0035 which is significant compared 
with an alpha of 0.0125 for a one-tailed familywise emr rate of p<0.05. Therefore, the 
nul1 hypothesis is rejected and the research hypothesis is supporteci. It is concluded that 
groups 1 and 2 are distinct populations with differing mean values of TACIT. 
Furthemore, since the mean value of TACIT in group 1 is greater than that of group 2, it 
is concluded that the degree of tacitness of the mfer red  technological knowledge is 
greater for instances where NEUT is associated with the h ' s  core competencies than 
for instances where NEUT is not associated with the firm's core competencies. 
The correlation coefficient of the bivariate relationship between TACIT and CCA 
is also positive and supports the research hypothesis. The value of Pearson's r. shown in 
Table 10, is 0.348 and is significant at the 0.0 1 level. This result is consistent with that of 
the equality of means test above and indicates that the more tacit the knowledge the more 
associated NEUT is with the h ' s  core cornpetencies. Correlations between TACIT and 
controls. DIST and THME, are shown in Table 30. Speamuur's rho for DIST is negative, 
as expected, but not significant. There is no sigaificant correlation between travel time 
(TTIME) and TACE. 
Table 30. Correlations Benireen TACK and Controls DIST and I'ïïME 







1.7.6 Results for Proposition 5 
The research results generally nipport Hypothesis 5 and Proposition 5. 
LIFECYCl represents the extent to which the University has developed the NEUT up to 
the tirne of transfer to the firm. LiFECYC2 represents the amount of fhxe development 
needed to be done by the firm before the product is ready to release to the market. From 
Table 26b. the dBerence in means for LIFECYCl is not sigrilficant. However, for 
LIFECYCZ, the one-tailed significance for the difference benveen meam is 0.021 which 
is significant compared with an alpha of 0.025 for a one-tailed familywise e m r  rate of 
pc0.10. Aiso, the mean value of LIFECYC', in group 1 is l e s  than tha? of group 2 as 
predicted Therefore, the nuii hypothesis is rejected and the research hypothesis is 
supported. It is concluded that groups 1 and 2 aie distinct populations with mering mean 
values of LIFECYCZ. Furthemore, since the mean value of LIFECYCZ in group 1 is less 
than that in group 2, it is concluded that NEUT is not as far dong its lifecycle curve, for 
instances where it is associated with the fimi's core competencies compared with 
instances where it is not associated with the firm's core competencies. 
The correlation coefficient the bivariate relatiomhip betweni LIFECYC2 and 
CCA is also negative and supports the research hypothesis. The value of Pearson's r, 
show in Table 10, is 0.228 and is significant at the 0.10 level. This resuit is consistent 
with tk of the equality of means test above and indicates that the earlier NEUT is in its 
lifecycle, the more associated NEUT is with the t h ' s  core competencies. The 
correlation between LIFECYC 1 and CCA is small and not signincant. 
Correlations between LIFECYC2 and controis FSIZE and RD.are shown in Table 
31. Spearman's rho for FSIZE not significant. However, Speamian's rho for RD is -.344 
and significant at the p<O.OS level. This suggesu that early lifecycle NEUT is more Iikely 
to be adopted by fimis with larger M D  expenditure as would be expected. 
' 
significant at the p < 0.05 level 
Table 3 1. Correlations Between LIFECYC2 and Controls FSEE and RD 
FSIZE / RD 
I 







5.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
5.1 Conceptual Framework 
The adoption of external sources of technology has k e n  studied mainly within 
the context of inter-firm relationships such as strategic alliances, joint ventures and 
networks (Hagedoorn and Schakenraad 1994; Kotabe and Swan 1995; Steensma 1996; 
Dutta and Weiss 1997). These contemporary studies have ofien examined "make-vs-buy" 
alternatives which compare interna1 development with external soming and have been a 
fhitfid area of stmtegy research (Quin aad Hilmer 1994; Kurokawa 1 997). 
Universities are also sources of new technological knowledge. However, finn- 
university luikages have been snidied mainly fiom a public policy perspective, with the 
aim of understanding the process of technology -fer and ensuring that research results 
are effectively transfemd to industry (Betz 1994; Betz 1997). A ment firamework for 
evaluating finn-university relatioaships proposeci four categories of h motivations for 
establishuig such iinkages. These included getting access to early access scientific 
fiontien, increasing the predictive power of science, delegating selected development 
activities and lack of interna1 resoutces (Bonaccorsi and Piccaluga 1994, p. 229). 
This framework found some support in a recent indepth study of knowledge 
flows h m  University to the industry conducted by Fauikner and Senker (1995). Their 
work examiwd the application of public sector research (PSR) within the biotechnology, 
engineering ceramics and parallel cornputing industries and fond that PSR was moa 
usefbl for "scanning research fiontiers" and 'îmderpianing howledge" in ongoing M D  
(Faulkner and S d e r  1995, p. 222). The bene* of sufh applications of PSR knowledge, 
however, are ofien intangible and dinicult to quantify. Iadeeà, the study fell short of 
providing any comlation between PSR linlrages and the commercial success of 
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companies. 
This research aims to address the gap in this stream of knovjledge. Most notably, 
it is the f k t  empincal study to specifically examine PSR knowledge that has resulted in 
the creation or improvement of new products. The snidy therefore offers evidence for the 
tangible application of PSR knowledge and examines the efficacy of new univenity 
technologies to enable the creaîion of new products in industry. Secondly, by taking a 
firm level perspective, the research builds on and extends c m n t  themes Ui strategy 
lite-e such as the resource-based view of the h, core competencies, straiegic 
outsourcing and tec hnological accumulation. 
The research also aims to answer two fundamental questions. Of primary import 
is the need to understand the impact that NEUT has on the b. For example, if the new 
technology is aligned with those areas which provide the fimi with ifs cornpetitive 
advantages, thea it would be considered to be strategically important (Prahalad and 
Harnel 1990; Leonard-Barton 1992). The first question, therefore, asks if there is a 
preferrnce for nmis to adopt NEUT that is associated with the h ' s  core competencies 
over NELJT that is not. nie approach here has been to conduct a comparative m d y  of 
two "buy" alternatives in contrast to the "make-vs-buy" alternatives of conternpory 
strategy research. Following fiom this is the need to understand what makes these 
situations Werent. The secondary question, therefore, asks if there are differences in the 
characteristics of the NEUT between instances where it is associated with the h ' s  core 
competencies and instances where it is not. The resuits of this empirical study suggest 
that the answer to both these questions is a mounding '7es" and this has implications for 
theory, management and public policy. 
The adoption of NEUT can be evaluated using the resource-based view (RBV) of 
the h. It maintains that superior r e m  are generated fiom interna1 resources and 
capabilities that are rare, inimitable, non-substitutable anci valuable (Wemerfelt 1984; 
Aaker 1989; Barney 1991 ; Barney 1992, p. 44; Peteraf 1993). Although this theory haç 
been extensively debated in the literature (Penrose 1959; Andrews 197 1 ; Leonard-Barton 
1 992: Peteraf 1 993), empirical support has ken more slow1 y forthcoming . Longitudinal 
studies by Miller and Shamsie (1996) found that financial performance was aided by 
property-based resources in the form of exclusive long-tenn contracts with stars and 
theatres during stable predictable environments; and knowledge-based resources in the 
form of production and coordinative talent and budgets during changing and 
unpredictable environments. Another study found that strategic regdation in the Dutch 
audit i n d m  stimulated demand for audit services and protected rent-produchg 
resounies (Maijoor and Van Witteloomiijn 1996). More recently, Yeoh and Roth (1999) 
found that firrn's intemal R&D efforts to produce self-originated dnigs increasingly 
resuited in drugs having significant gains over existing therapies. 
The RBV has also proposed higher level constmcts that are sources of 
cornpetitive advantage. These include distinctive competencies (Selmick 1957; Andrews 
1971), core competencies (Prahalad and Hamel 1990) and core capabilities (Leonard- 
Barton 1992; Staik, Evans and Shulman 1992; Hamilton, Eskin and Michaels 1998). 
However? empirical research using these constructs has been hhdered by difficulties with 
operationaiisation and genemlisability (McGrath 1996). One methodological approach 
adopted by mearchm has been to get at the content of competencies. This method is 
quite finn-specific and has been used in case shidy desips (Mascarenhas et al. 1998). 
A n o k  approach has been to get at the management processes involved by measuring 
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the inputs or outputs of the constructs. For example, Henderson and Cockburn (1994), 
dehed the presence or absence of h-specific disciplinary or disease related expertise 
in phaceutical f h s  by measuring the publications and stocks of patents obtained. 
They found that local knowledge and ski11 in particular disease areas, embedded in 
component competencies, resuited in uicreasing drug discovery productivity. GrandStrand 
et. ai. (1997) aiso used firm-specific patenthg data to measure and classify the 
technological competencies of h s  in a wide variety of technical fields. in a similar 
manner, end product analysis has been used to create proxy measures for the strength of 
f m s '  core competencies. Hamilton et. ai. (1998) used the number of defects per car in 
the automobile industry as a measure of core competencies. Markides and Williamson 
(1994) measured the percentage of product lines made to order and the average ski11 level 
of employees as proxies for the strength of process experience assets. 
In this research. the impact of NEUT to the firm is evaluated by looking at how 
weii the technology is aligned with the core competencies of the finn. This approach has 
parallels in other areas of strategy research. For example, concept of strategic relateàness 
was explorai by measuring the degree of similarity between strategic assets of SBU's 
(Markides and Wi11iamson 1994). The research here has developed a aew construct, 
%ore cornpetence association" to evaluate the impact of NEUT to the firm and in doing 
so- builds upon and extends methodologies useâ to tap the management processes 
involved in building core competencies (McGrath 1996). One objective of the research 
design was to develop an operational definition that wouid rely less on industry-specific 
contexts, thereby improving genedsability and minimishg the difficuities discussed 
above. This has ken  achieved by m e a s h g  the attributes through which core 
competencies are identified and evaluated. It is similar to a "black box" approach in thar 
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it measures the extemal conceptual amibutes of core competencies without needing to get 
at the unique intemai composition. The core cornpetence association construct was 
operationalised using eleven different percepnial measures that tap RBV concepts such as 
cusuimer value. uaiqueness, enduring and dynamic characteristics, economies of scope 
and strategic capabilities. These measures formed the discriminating variables in a cluster 
analysis mode1 that aliocated the 65 subjects into two groups of minimum witbin-cluster 
variance and maximum be~een-cluster variance. Rigorous objective tests were then 
applied to ensure that the results were reliable, robust and valid. This procedure avoided 
over-reliance on researcher judgernent, an issue cited as a weakness in cluster d y s i s  
designs of pnor strategic management research (Ketchen and Shook 1996). 
n ie  theoretical arguments for and against the adoption of NEWT associated with 
core competencies are revisited here. Centrai to this theme is the need to decide what to 
make Uiternally vernis what to buy from emernal sources. This has ken  debated 
extensively in the o ~ u r c i n g  literature. Outsourcing is the process of obtaining high 
quality components or senices h m  extemal sources more efficiently than what could be 
done using intemal murces. This reduces costs and thereby increares competitiveness 
(Wiiiiamson 1989; Venkatesan 1992). Outsourcing, however, needs to be done 
strategicdy to avoid "hollowing outY' the corporation through the erosion of core 
competencies (Bettis a al. 1992, p. 7; Miles and Snow 1992). Thus only non-criticai 
components or capabilities should be outsourced while strategic components or 
capabilities should be sourced interndy (Venkatesan 1992; Welch and Nayak 1992; 
Quin and Hilmer 1994). This theme fin& agreement in recent hdiags in the service 
industry where "core" services are almost always performed by the fïrm itself while 
"supplementary" d c e s  might be sourced h m  external suppliers (Murray and Kotabe 
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1999, p. 793). 
One may contend that outsourcing of technology is analogous to outsourcing of 
components, since "al1 technologies are systems" (Betz 1997, p. 10). Men  the needed 
technology is closely related to the h ' s  key technology, inhouse M D  is less costly and 
less time consuming resulting in more efficient utilisation of inteinal M D  resources. 
Conversely, when internai R&D resources cm not be efficiently utilised, it is preferable 
to rely on external technology (Kurokawa 1997). The outsourcing model, therefore, 
favours the acquisition of external technology that is not closely related to core 
competencies, the sources of cornpetitive advantage, but rather technology which is 
supplementary. This view has received mixed support h m  a ment study of small 
technology based companies which examineci the correlation between the number of 
e m e d  technology acquisitions in the form of patents, M D  contracts, collaborative 
projects and joint ventures and the relatedness of the needed technology to the h ' s  core 
technology (Kurokawa 1997). The relationship was found to be negatively correiated, as 
anticipated in a sample of 40 projects in Japan but with a one-tailed significance level of 
only p<0.05. The second sample of 27 projects in the USA did not provide statistical 
support. 
The research redts  presented here, however, tell a Merent story. The resulting 
nequency distribution of 4421 indicates an odds ratio greater tban 2:l in favour of 
a d o p ~ g  NEUT that is associated with core competencies. The remit is signifiant at a 
two-tailed level of p<0.005, concluding that firms are twice as likely to adopt NEUT 
associated with core competencies than NEUT that is not. 
Why, then, is the outsourcing view not able to explain this strate& behaviour? 
One possibility is thaî the acquired NEUT is not a finished tcchnology and ~quires 
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m e r  developement. As suggested by Betz (1997), new University technologies ofken 
result fiom scientific advances in fonns not directly useable by industry. Firms must 
apply additional resources to M e r  develop the technology or improve it, often resulting 
in new innovations and patents (Mauoleni and Nelson 1 998, p. 278). 
This notion Ends support fiom two areas of this research Firstly, the research 
indicates that the more NEUT is associated with core competencies, the earlier it tends to 
be in its technology iifecycle. The difference, as measured by the variable LiFECYC2, 
was found to be statistically significant at the pc0.05 level for a one-tailed test. This 
suggests that a transformation takes place through which the new technology is funher 
developed until it and the aew product are ready for the market. Secondly, the rexarch 
found that when NEUT was adopted in regimes of high association with core 
competencies, the new knowledge was found to be more tacit than when it was adopted 
in regimes of low assuciation with core competencies. The difference was statisticaily 
sigtificant at the p<0.01 level for a one-tailed test. This higher degree of tacitness 
indicates that the technological knowledge is not readily codified and therefore cannot be 
readily and easüy integrated into new innovations. Thus while the outsourcing concepts 
explains the acquisition of finished goods, components or services that can be neatîy 
integrated into the whole product, it cannot reaàily explain the adoption of early stage 
technologies that require M e r  development. This seems internaMy consistent, since the 
objective of outsourcing is to fiez the fum to recürect valuable internai skills and 
capabilities to high value-added areas (Murray and Kotabe 1999). 
The adoption of early stage NEUT is thus bemr explaid by the technological 
accumulation perspective. Here the approach is not ody to acquire external technologies, 
but irnprove them wherever possible and Uitegrate them with intemal technologies to 
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produce new products, processes and applications (Bowoader and Miyake 1990). As 
previously noted in Chapter 2, Sony licensed new transistor technology nom Westem 
Electric in 1953 and proceeded to Mprove its perfomance to a level adequate for the 
pocket transistor radio. This included a radical shift fiom the licensed p-n-p transistor 
structure based on positive charge cmiers to a new n-pn transistor sbnicture based on 
faster negative charge carriers. in a similar manner, Critical Control Corporation acquired 
a new data-over-voice technique designed for rival applications and developed it into an 
"always-on" voice and data modem for rnetro applications6. The above view also h d s  
support in the concept of internal asset accumulation (Markides and Williamson 1994). It 
argues that even when extemal assets can be accessed through acquisition, alliance or 
sharing, it is quite likely that they will not perfectly fit the nquirement of the markets 
they will be used to serve. Such assets generally need some adaptation and integration 
with existing asset bundles through a process of internal asset accumulation. 
in srmunary, then there are two factors rhat appear to play a dominant d e .  
FUstly, the resource-baseci view requires that firms focus theu scarce resources on those 
competencies that yield cornpetitive advantages. Secondly, new University technologies 
are, by definition, in the early stages of their lifecycle and thus require ongoing 
development in order to commercialise them. These factors combine to suggest a 
mtegic behaMour that involves adopting only those early stage technologies in the 
domains of their core competencies so that valuable interna1 mources can be applied 
effectively to assirnilate them. 
.botber important objective of this research was to provide additional evidence in 
support of the RBV of the firm, i.e., to provide fkesh ernpincd links between resources 
and superior performance. When making assesments of finn performance, traditional 
management research often focuses on financial mesures such as sales growth and r e m  
on sales (Coilis 1991; Miller and Shamsie 1996). As noted earlier, some recent work has 
tended to evaiuate performance in broder terms such as the number of radical 
innovations (Yeoh and Roth 1999), the number of disclosed audit accounts (Maijoor and 
Van Witteloostuijn 1996) and patent output (Henderson and Cockburn 1994). 
This research builds on that theme by measuring product and market 
characteristics as antecedents of new resource allocations for core competence building. 
New platforni family products introduce new concepts or buadles of fuactionality to the 
market in ways thaî have not been seen before. As such they are more radical than 
denvative products that are more incremental in nature. These new platforms are also 
more dimptive to the established balance of cornpetition in the marketplace (Utterback 
and Abermthy 1975; Tushman and Andenon 1986; Tatilconda 1999). Plaflorm products 
are associateci with greater profit rnargim and therefore repment a measm of supior  
performance for the firm. This resûirch has established an empirical link b e e n  the 
degree of association of the new technology with the km's core cornpetencies and the 
piatform-like nature of the product fonned amund the new technology. Indeed, the degree 
of core competence association explains up to 19% of the variance in plattorm-like 
characteristics, as measured by adjusted R-square. This hdin& therefore, lends strong 
support for the resource-based view of the firm and adds to the existing Stream of 
empirical research. 
Another measure of superior performance of the fkm is the ability to address new 
and emerging markets (Hamel and Prahalad 1989; Hamel and Prahalad 1994; Christensen 
1997). Core competencies are gateways to creating new markets where cornpetitors do 
not already exist (Prahalad and Hamel 1990). Thus. the RBV of the firm cm be supported 
by establishing empirical links between resource allocations and the development of new 
markets. This research has established such an empirical link between the degree of 
association of the new technology with the firm's core competencies and the degree to 
which the new product is intended to serve new fhue markets. The results indicate that 
the degree of core cornpetence association explains up to 9% of the variance in new 
fiiture market orientation. This fin@ then, lends additional support for the resource- 
bas4 view of the finn. 
5.2 Implications for Tbeory 
The outsourcing literature has received a number of contributions over the last 
decade. Most noticably, wamings against the loss of economies of %ope aad resulting 
hollowing of the corporation (Bettis et al. 1992) have resulted in a renewed focus on 
idennfying the strategic systerns and compoaents tbat are outputs of COR competencies 
and ensuring that these are developed inhow (Venkatesan 1992; Quin and Hilmer 1994; 
Quin 1999). Outsourcing has also been extended to aâdress the acquisition of extemal 
technologies in favour of advantages such as lower development cost, faster product 
development and greater diversification (Atuahene-Gima 1993; Kurokawa 1997). The 
recudng theme in this literature is that technologies and p rodm W h  are strategic to 
the firrn mut be developed inhow, while those that are peripheral or supplemeatary 
shodd be acquited h m  extemai sources. In contrast, the mults of this research show 
that new exremal miversity technologies are more Likely to be acquired for the 
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strategically important core cornpetencies than for supplementary areas. This finding 
suggests that al1 the factors involved in the extemai technology adoption process have not 
yet been M y  explored. In particulart outsoucing theory needs to address the issue of 
technological lifecycles in the context of immature technologies such as those emerging 
h m  universities. Early stage technologies are likely to require further developrnent or 
refinernent leading to new technological knowledge different fkom and more valuable 
than the original technology. Since each development path is ideosyncratic to the firm 
imernalising the technology, the finished and commercially usefbl techoology has the 
potential to be a resource that is unique to the individual h. This suggests that a w w  
node in the outsourcing mode1 should include a decision to acquire extenial technologies 
that are closely associated with core cornpetencies and in the early stages of development, 
thereby having the potentid to become a unique source of cornpetitive advantage. in a 
similar manner. the resoutce-based literature needs to extend the current debate to 
explicitiy deal with valuable technological resources that are acquired fkom extemal 
sources. The core cornpetence association consûuct developed hem provides an initial 
step in extemihg this fnimework. 
This research dso has implications for public policy with regard to the transfer of 
technology h m  univenities to iadustry. Public policy lite-e has addressed a number 
of areas in this regard including guidelines for focusing the direction of scientific 
research. (Be@ 1994; Lee 1996; Betz 1997), mechaniam and practices for the effective 
transfet of technology h m  public iantutions to industry (Souder, Nashar aad 
Plidmanahhan 1990; Grigg 1994; Shohet and Prevezer 1996), and b e w o r k s  for 
evaluating University-industry relationships (Bonaccorsi and Piccaluga 1994; Autio, 
Hameri and Nordberg 1996). A recently emerging theme has been the need to mder~fafld 
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the nature of knowledge flows fiom university to industry (Fadkner and Senker 1995) 
and the benefits that ensue (Martin 1998). This research sheds additional light into this 
new area by measuring, for the first t h e ,  the efficacy of new univenity technology in the 
context of industrial product innovation. It bas found that new univenity technologies 
transferred to industry have strategic value to firms in that they are closely associated 
with the fh' core competencies. Also, these technologies form the basis of platfhn 
family proàucts, those that are expected to result in higher economic returns. These 
findhgs might provide a useful guide for individual researchen and/or University 
research offices by helping them form their strategies for seekuig industrial partners. It 
has also demonstrated that characteristics of new tec hnological knowledge, such as 
tacitness and irnmaturity, a~ important factors ciriving the adoption of NEUT within 
h s '  core competencies where regimes of high absorptive capacity are at work. 
53 Implications for Management 
This research has a nurnber of important implications for management. In the fmt 
instance, as a piece of research in the Stream of the resource-based theory of the fh, it
draws management attention to the importance of decisions relating to resource 
allocation. More specifically, some resowes have a greater potential to generate niperior 
r e t l l ~ ~ l ~  than others. In this context, the concept of the h ' s  core competencies takes a 
cenaal theme within management thought The work presented here has pmbed deeper 
into this theme and produced a fksh definition of core competencies which brings 
together thoughts fiom a variety of sources. This work has also highlighted the 
importance of building cote competencies through the strengthening of existing ones or 
building of new ones. The importance of management effoa spent on identifjing core 
competencies and estabiishing a core cornpetence building agenda carmot be overstated. 
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Failure to do soi or not doing it properly can resuit in a false understanding of sources of 
competitive advantage with dire consequences7. 
In industry sectors such as informaton and communications technology, the rate 
of technological change is very rapid. Managers are hard pressed to develop ail the 
weded technology to keep their product lines competitive. Maintainhg and building the 
knowledge and ski11 bases that comprise the firmts core competencies is a complex and 
demanding task. One approach for doing this is to look for extemal sources of new 
technology such as those emerging from universities. 
Common wisdom might suggest that universities have little to offer in the form of 
useful technological knowledge that cm be brought into product innovation. On the 
contram, this research has uncovered a host of examples of new product development 
formed around new university technology with varying degrees of association with their 
COR competencies. Although this research has not specificdy exarnined the 
successfulness of such behaviod. we might assume that cornpanies bave ken snwt 
enough to ensure that such activities were advantageous to their overall performance. 
Managers would do well, therefore, to broaden and strengihen fîrm-university linkages 
with the a h  of increasing knowledge flows into the organisation, especialiy for the 
purpose of prcduct innovation. Common wisdom also suggests that externai technology 
should be adopted only for supplementary functions while the key technologies are 
developed strictly in-house. Once again, the research dispels this notion by fînding that 
new university technologies have been adopted in areas associated with core 
For example, inaccurate mtqmiation of cac comp*cacies muhod in W ' s  compctiave position king 
devascated by imports of bigh volume product lhcs (CoUis 199 1, p. 59). 
Plcase sec tbe discussion on successfulaess under Section 5.4 LimMons aud Section 5.5 New Beauch 
Questions* 
competencies twice as often as in areas not associated with core competencies. These 
have ken  w d  for developing new piafion, products that were intended to serve new 
emerging markets, thereby providing new sources of cornpetitive Avantage. Thus, 
managers would benefit fiom actively seeking out new university technologies that are 
close- tied to the knowledge bases of their core competencies. 
Another interesting hding is that new University technologies associated with 
core competencies are more tacit in nature than those not associated with core 
competencies. This should not be surprishg if timis seek out those technologies on the 
leading edge of their technological capabilities. The implications, however, are that firms 
m u t  foster an environment that enables fiequent face-to-face communication and 
encourages the mobility of personnel from university to industry and vice-versa to 
facilitate the transfer and codification of this new knowledge. 
5.4 Limitations 
This research has been conducted in the context of the information and 
cornmimications tecbnology iadusûy sector that is characterised by rapid raies of 
technological change. The findiag that new univeaity technologies are more often w d  
by fhns in areas associated with their core competencies should be externally valid for 
other high-technology industry sectors. It is less clear whether this finding would be 
replicated in industries that are not challenged by rapid technological change nich as 
chernical engineering and phermaceutical sectors. The underlying theoreticai ratiode 
upon which this research is baseci, however, should endure changes in industry specific 
characteristics. Perhaps the only limitation wîli be the degiee of the effm size for varyhg 
sectors. Nevertheless, anempts should be made to replicate the research in other sethg so 
as to increase confidence in the generaiisaôility of the results. 
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The research is limited to reporting oniy what has been done in regard to cases of 
new university technology adoption for product innovation. It is to a large extent a study 
of strategic behaviour vis-à-vis the adoption of new university technology associated with 
core competencies. A broad underlyîng rationale has been offered in support of such 
behaviour that goes some way to explaining c a d t y  and internai validity among the 
construct relationships. The research approach taken was to fuid as many different 
industry-university links as possible and to explore each one to uncover examples of 
technology adoption for product innovation. What has not been determined, however, is 
how these relationships were established nor how the techaology was developed. If these 
were developed mainly, for example, through collaborative targeted research, then the 
resdting technologies might have a bias towards the firm's core competencies. Sirnilarly, 
the research did not examine the successfulness of these projects. The issue of key 
success factors must dso be lefi to further research. Therefore, more needs to be done. 
especially in the determination of causal and success factors r e l a ~ g  to the adoption of 
new technologies associatd with core competencies. This will go a long way to develop 
more M y  a theory in support of this behaviour. 
Another limitation concem the instruments used to collect data. The use of 
percepnial data, although wmmon in management research, reflects the early stages of 
the research. As discussed in Chapter 3, care has been taken in instrument design to avoid 
common sources of bias. The use of objective rneasures, however, should be considered 
for fûture research. The challenge for operationaiisation, especially for the core 
competencies association wnstmct, wili be to design measutes that tap the output of the 
management process without needing to geî at the content of core competencies wûich 
are unique to each fim. The issue of perceptui recall may also pose a problem. The 
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researcb tirneframe spans a period of 10 years and perceptual recall, for the moa distant 
projects, may be a source of error. Nevenheless, the effect size found in this research has 
been large enough to dampen such concerns and increase confidence that recall did not 
pose a problem in data collection. 
5.5 New Research Questions 
This research has shed light on the fundamental question of whether universities 
are useful sources of techaology for new product innovation. It has done this by using a 
resource-based perspective for examining the extent of adoption of new univenity 
technologies in the domains of firms' core competencies. This work has opened the door 
to some interesting new research questions. 
Success Outcornes 
As noted above, this research has not evaluated the successfulness of the product 
developments using these new univeaity technologies. Thu, M e r  research should be 
done to evaluate success outcornes and determine the key success factors. For example, 
are new p d u c t s  based on new university technology that is associated with core 
competencies more successfbl than those that are not? Likewise? when new University 
technology that is highly tacit is adopted in areas not associated with core competencies, 
are the projects less likely to succeed? 
&~ropnabilitv of New Technoloaical Knowledae 
One aspect of extemai technology acquisition which has received attention in the 
past is the concem over appropriability, i.e., the ability of a fïrm to appropriate rent h m  
its investment in the new technology (Teece 1986). This issue is a particdar concern for 
university technologies because of the public institution context Yet this research found 
diat exclusivity arrangements were not a s i w c a n t  Werentiator betmen technologies 
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associated with core cornpetencies and those that were not. Also, for technologies 
aswciated with core cornpetencies, there was linle Merence in the number of cases with 
exclusivity vernis those without. 'Ibis raises Mme interesthg questions. For example, 
what are the factors affecîing appropriability that firms perceive are important versus 
those that have a material efTect on rent generation. Can h s  appropriate rent fiom new 
external university technologies without bamea preventing cornpetitor access to those 
same technologies? These questions will becorne increasingly important in the stream of 
research examlliing the adoption of new university technologies in regimes of rapid 
technological change. 
Technoloav Develooment Paths 
The past two decades has seen a substantial debate in the literature concerniag 
university-industry linkages and the importance for university research to be done in 
collaboration with industry and targeted to indusüial needs. Generally speaking, new 
uaiversity technology can be developed either independent from industry or in 
collaboration with industry. Obviously, those technologies developed through 
collaborative arrangements will Wrely find applications within the sponsoring firms. But 
what about new technologies tbat have emerged through independent research? Are these 
discovered and valued by indu-? Furthemore, does this development path rnake a 
diffemce in the propensity to adopt technologies associated with core cornpetencies? In 
a similar manner, have the past decades of collaborative research shaped the seiection 
process of university researchers d c i e n t l y  well so that independent research is being 
pursueci in areas of interest and importance to industry? Early work to address some of 
these questions is aiready ongoing. As background to this researc:h, a theoretical 
fianiework was developed for classifying the ciBering technology development paths. 
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Plans are king considered to carry this work forward through new research that could 
answer some of these questions. 
Management bv Core Cornpetence 
ALthough the early roots of the resource-based view of the finn appeared as much 
as four decades ago (Selmick 1957; Penrose 1959), the theory did not receive formal 
academic attention until more recent times (Wernerfelt 1984). Furthemore, oniy during 
the last decade has empiricd work k e n  undertaken to lend support to this theory. Core 
competence is one major concept so fundamental to the h ' s  performance that has 
emerged fkom this theory. Yet its application within indutry is stiü subject to question 
(Coyne et al. 1997). More empincal work therefore, still needs to be done to clari@ and 
validate such concepts so that management can apply these principles in corporate 
governance. This research has conaibuted to this flow of knowledge by developing and 
operatioaalising a new coastnict "core competence association." The comtruct can now 
be applied in innovative ways to answer new research questions. For example, how much 
of the h ' s  resources are dlocated to developing core cornpetencies? Similady, are 
h s  appropriately rewarded accordhg to the magnitude of these resource allocations? 
In the course of developing this research fhmework, the author also exploreci a 
new conmct "management by core competence," for measuring the degree to which 
fimis govem by a core competence appmach. Initial development of this construct 
involved 37 measme items tapping into four dimensions .s work is nill in progress 
with the aim of validating the construct through empirical research. Such a conmuct can 
be used in answering new research questions that probe the relationship between the 
degree of management of core competence and the performance of the nmis across many 
différent dependent variables. 
5.6 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this dissertation has made contributions in a number of areas. 
Adoption of New Universitv Technolow for P~oduct Innovation 
University-industry linkages take on many different forms and are driven by many 
differing motivations. Public policy research has tended to focus on h e w o r k s  for 
effective technology transfers with few studies aimed at empincal examination of 
industrial use of university research output. This is the first empiricd midy devoted to 
examining the specific context of university research output used for industrial product 
innovation. It also is the f h t  study to measure the relative importance of new University 
technology to industry by evaiuating how well such technologies are aligned with the 
strategic core competencies of h. Both through the fiamework developed here and the 
ernpirical hdings, this stucîy provides a useful contribution to the growing meam of 
knowledge that is concerned with the study of the value of new university technology to 
industrial product innovation. 
Definition. Owrationaiisation and Instnimentation 
The definition and operationalisation of the consmict %ore cornpetence 
association" has been developed as a way of evaluating the aiignment of specific new 
technologies with the h ' s  core competencies. Measures have been selected which are 
easy to obtain and generally applicable across h s .  This circumvents the difFiculties 
associateci with measuring the unique contents of core competencies. An instrument has 
been carrfully developed and tested for reliability. Validity of the measures and coilsmict 
has been determined to the extent possible. This instrument can be used by researchers to 
addreu new questions and by practitionm concemeci with evaiuating the fit between 
new technological resources and their h' core competencies. 
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An Ern~irical Link Between Core Comwtence and Performance 
The research bas established empirical links between the degree to which a new 
university technology is associated with core competencies and fim performance. 
Underlying assumptions are that platform products are supenor sources of r e m  
compared to derivative products and new emerging markets potentially bring greater 
retmns than existing markets. In this fhmework, association of new university 
technologies with core competencies has been empincally linked to both the creation of 
platfonn products and the intention of sening new emerging markets with those 
products. These findings add to the current strm of empirical support for the resource- 
based view of the f h .  
An Empirical Link Between Tacitness and Core Comwtence 
The research has also established an empirical link between the tacitness of the 
new technological knowledge and the degree to which the technology is associated with 
core competencies. This Link has shown that the greater the tacitness of knowledge, the 
more closely the knowledge is associated with core competencies where regimes of high 
absorptive capacity are assumed to be at work These higher absorptive capacity regimes 
are required to overcome the baniers inherent in transferring and codifjing highiy tacit 
knowledge. 
This dissertation has taken an initial step in exionining the adoption of new 
university technology by firms for proàuct innovation. It has found that these 
technologies are closely associated with nmis core competencies and result in the 
creation of new platform products. They are a valuable extemal resource that makes a 
strategic conmbution to the firm. 
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APPENDIX A: Case Report on the CommercialisPtion of the Hypercube Network 
Switch Technology 
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1.0 lnîroductioa 
This report is a brief case study of the major events and cucumstances 
smounding the commercialisation of the hypercube network switching technology that 
originated from the University of Saskatchewan. 
2.0 The Hypercube Network Switch Ekghinp 
The "hypercubeW9 architecture is typicaliy the domain of the supercornputer 
comrnunity. It had not been seriously considered by industry for application in network 
switchhg equipment although two companies were somewhat active in this area Another 
two univenities were known to be involved in some research using the hypercube for 
network switching although littie work had been published in this area. A professor at the 
Department of Cornputer Science at the University of Saskatchewan. however, 
recognised the potential for applying the unique characteristics of the hypercube in 
network switching applications. [n particular, the hypercube architecture was suited to 
switching messages of fked length and for c d  contml. The novel idea to develop an 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network switch based on the hypercube was 
conceived and M e r  refined through system modeling and simulation. It focussed on the 
intriasic characteristic that the hypercube provided: a distributed switching system. The 
remit was a propnetary ceii-relay switching technology concept based on a distnbuted 
cell-relay algorithm nuinin8 in a hypercube architecture. This architecture du, provided 
important operational ch te r i s t i c s  such as its scalability and high fault tolenuice, which 
were potentially desirable to equipment manufacturers. 
For example, ail the important costs could be containeci in the port cards. 
Consequentiy switch costs scale marly Iinearly with port count providing high 
performance at a very low replication con. This permits highly economical 
implementations of switches as smail as 622Mbps to 1 6 0 ~ b ~ s ' ~  in increments of 
622Mbps. Thus it is attractive for switch vendors who require low entry coa. These 
features provided unique advantages not generaily available at the tirne. 
The ongins of the hypercube ATM switch concept evolved out of the extensive 
scientific and technological knowledge of the principal university innovator. This is 
evident fiom the number of scientific publications in various joumals, conference 
proceedings, technical reports and book chapters. These include 29 publications in the 
field of algorithms and architectures, 15 related to cornputer languages and 5 related to 
fault tolerance and testability. 
3.0 Fint Step to Commercbiisation 
Table 1 shows a timeline of significant milestones in the process of 
commercialising the new technology. With an initial grant h m  CANARIE", the 
inventors worked with a local Saskatoon Company, Digital Systems Group (DSG), to turn 
the concept into a hardware prototype. The principal university inventor was closely 
involved in this work which resulted in a second CANAFüE grant However, a€îcr 18 
months, DSG's primary business activities failed and the firm went into bankruptcy. 
IO Mbps = mcga bits pcr secollâ. Gbps = giga bits per second 
I l  CANARIE is a private, not-for-profit orgdaion supportcd by Industry Canada, 120 mernbers and ovcr 
500 pojtct parmers. Its mission is to acceleratc Canada's Advancd Interna Dcvclopmcnt and use by 
hciiitating the dcvelopment of CanaAn's communications M~SUWWE and by stimuiaîiug next g c n ~ o n  
produas, applications and scrviccs. 
Date 1 I Milestone Notes 
Digital System Gmup commences interna1 activity to 
bring the concept to a prototype 
Hypercore Technology 
I incorporated 
Funding fiom C ANARE to deveiop technology as a 
marketable product. 3 ernployees 




~ u m  ' 97 
Sept 
1997 
ATM forum spec TM4.0 rekased 
Decided on FPGA insrtad of ASIC 
Much excitement. But efforts on switch start to wane. 
as other application midies such as intemet protocol 
switch commence while searchine for customer 
Seeking System vendor as partner. 
Oct 97 Demonstrate to Canarie 
- -  I 
End Negotiate with Norte1 for contract 1 1997 1 to build demo systems 
l :27 l initiai discussions with PMC-Sierra 
Desip changed to incorporate new specification. 
Significant worwdelay to prototype completion 





Negotiations wiîh Newbridge 
Networks to acquire Hypercore inc. 
Negotiations with Norte1 and 
Newbridge Networks 
No acquisition 
1 Winter 1 Marketing pemn joins team, 1 Product defimition delayed 3-4 months of cntical tirne 
for prototype I 
1 Apr 1 1998 
1998 ( 5 months late 
Complete switch prototype 6 ernployees 
Acquired by PMC-Sierra. Manager 
h m  hcad office joins team 
Table 1. Tirneline of Simiificant Commercialisation Milestones 
Hypercorc inc. becomes PMC-Siem Saskatoon 








Hypercubt denvative product 
definition presented to customers 
Senior executives shift focus to 
defending &et share 
New product due for release 
Unsuccessful in finding customer. Couldn't meet 
customer timeûame by 1-2 q~arrers. Ovemtirnate 
market capacity dernands 
Tearn divertcd to building new products to strmgthen 
exking pordolio. Hypemk p d u c t  shelved. 
Dcvcloped by Hypcrcore team and incorporacing 
some key hypercube knowledge 
Then, with infi.aStnicture support fiom TRLabs? and the f u n h g  fiom CANARIE, 
HyperCore Technology inc. was created in 1995 to pursue the development of the 
technology and create a marketable product. With only three employees, it set about 
building a basic switch fabric prototype. This was later followed by a full working 
prototype that included the switch. the protocol stack and the interface ports. 
in the fa11 of 1995, Hypercore entered into a partnership with Develcon 
Electronics ~imited'~. a manufacturer of a wide range of digital telecornmunications 
equipment, to produce a range of ATM switcbing products based on this HyperCore 
technology. This partnership brought in needed techaical resources for prllited circuit 
board development and product manuf'turing capability. Develcon also had a 
distribution capability and provided marketing input through the period of Spring 1996 to 
Summer of 1997. In rem Develcon received a 40% stake in Hypercore Technology 
Inc. 
In the Fa11 of 1996. the ATM forum brought out a new traffic management 
specification called TM 4.0'~. The HyperCore management decided it was necessary to 
mod@ their switch design to meet this new standard. It involved significant work to both 
hardware and software with resulting delays to prototype completion 
The target was to build a fidi UNI 3.1 entry Ievel ATM switch prototype. They 
needed to decide what type of digital hardware building blocks or silicon chips to use. 
One option was to use field programmable gate arrays (FPGA). These are integrated 
circuits that progranimeci to accommodate the desired logic design. 
l2 Develcoa Electronics Ltd wu ôascd in Saskatoon. At the time of mitmg the firm has rclocatcd to 
Toronto, Ontario. 
'' Tnfne Management 4.0 
" User-to-Network httrEace 3.1 
Each FPGA however, cm only accommodate a s d l  amount of logic complexity 
and operates at relatively low speed. This requires that many FPGA's be used resulting in 
a larger form factor and speed performance. The other option was to use Application 
Specifc integrated Circuits (ASIC). When these integrated circuiis are manufactured by 
the silicon foundry the logic design is hardwired onto the chip. These devices cm 
incorporate a larger amount of logic complexity and can operate at higher speeds. This 
results in a more compact form factor operathg at full speed. 
HyperCore was targeting system vendors such as Nortel and Newbridge 
Networks. They perceived tbere was no point in building an ASIC form factor for system 
vendors and therefore decided to build the prototype using the FPGA forrn factor. A 
functiod 2.4 Gbps ATli4 switch prototype comprising 16 OC4 ports15 was completed 
by September 1997 and demonstrated to CANARIE in October 1997. At this point, 
HyperCore had grown to six employees. 
1.0 The Technology Acquisition Process 
Negotiabow With Nortel and Newbridge Networks proceeded fiom October 1997 
to February 1998. In particular, HyperCore tried to secure a contract with Nortel at the 
end of 1997 to build a demoristrator system for Nortel's laboratones. Nortel management, 
however, remained indecisive. Discussions with Newbridge Networks concerning the 
acquisition of Hypdore Technoiogy Inc. took place in Febniary 1998. Although these 
discussion brought the two companies quite close together, apparent internal resistance 
within Newbridge Networks resdted in a decision not to purchase Hypercore 
Technology . 
In September/October 1998, initial discussions comrnenced . with PMC-Siena, a 
supplier of off-the-shelf semiconductor chips for high speed intemetworking solutions. 
Two key PMC-Siena staff led these discussions. One of them was primarily interested in 
the hypercube technology wbde the other was mainly interested in acquirllig the human 
capital of Hypercore Technology Inc. 
Although PMC-Sierra did have a network switching product at the the ,  they 
were in the process of acquiring IgT, a business active in switching products. This 
indicated PMC-Siemi' s intention to become active in the nenvork switching market. 
Since the HyperCore technology was a potentially vaiuable network switching 
technology, it was considered important for PMC-Sierra to have control of the technology 
and lock out cornpetitive access. To facilitate the acquisition process, Hypercore 
Technology Inc. became a Company wholly owned by Develcon Electronics Ltd and 
PMC-Sierra bought the complete and exclusive rights to the HyperCore technology fiom 
Develcon. Io addition. the staff of HyperCore Technology transfened to PMC-Sierra 
becorning the PMC-Sierra Saskatoon Design Centre, thus assishg the tramfer of skiîis 
and technologid knowledge from HyperCore Technology. The principal University 
innovator, who is a professor at the university, undertwk a four-year assip.ment with 
PMC-Sierra to support the commercialisation of the techwlogy. The acquisition process 
was completed in April 1998 at which point HyperCore Technology inc. had existed for a 
little more than the years. 
5.0 PMCSiem's Con Cornpetence and Produet Stratcgy 
PMC-Sierra is a leading supplier of off-the-shelf semiconductor chips for hi& 
speed internetworking solutions. The h is a major merchant telecom cbip supplier with 
a significant architectural kuowledge of network transport technologies such as SON ET'^ 
and ATM. This has helped them to produce a catalogue of integrated products that was 
much broader than any of their cornpetitors. It has aiso enabled them to be first to market 
with ATM and SONET products. 
PMC-Sierra also has considerable technological expertise in the design of the 
high-speed serial interfaces that these switches require. The acquisition of the HyperCore 
Technology Inc. represented an oppominity for PMC-Sierra to increase its degree of 
system integration and strengthen its architectural design capability. The new technology 
was closely aligned with the firm's area of expertise in swiich fabrics. 
The product development process in PMC -Sierra has ken described using 
various tems such as diffbse and morphous, anarchistic and autucra~c, cornpetitive and 
collegial. Marketing and R&D are closely linked in the process of ideation and concept 
development. They use "System Vision Teams" comprising technical and m a r k e ~ g  staff 
to develop new product ideas and evaluate their market potentid. These teams meet once 
a month to review and discw presentations by lead engineers on product ideas in their 
areas of specialty. The teams are guided by the Director of Product Development who 
aniculates the product development strategy. New product ideas that are approved for 
m e r  investigation proceed to the feasibility stage. Diiring this stage, both technicd and 
marketing mources are assigneci. The fbbility team developed a detaiied product 
definition, define the market, seek feedback h m  key customers and develop a m n g  
marketing plan. 
I6 Synchm~us Opticai Networking 
Since PMC-Sierra is heavily committed to key customer partnerships, theû airn is 
to develop new products that have strong expressions of interest or design wins from their 
key customers. Prospective new product concepts are reviewed at the quarterly product 
planning meetings and design approvd status is given to the moa promishg concepts. 
These then enter the design and manufacturing stage with the first samples typically 
produced within 12 months and production uni& within another 12 months. 
6.0 Bringing the Hypercore Trchnology to Market 
A PMC-Sierra manager fiom head office was Vnmediately assigned to integrate 
the H'perCore team with the organisation. As a result, the team was able to present their 
technology to staff and were quickly integrated within the orgauisation. However, a key 
marketing person needed to push the product definition was not available till five months 
later. The new product definition for an OC12 ATM switch was finally completed, 
approved by senior executives and presented to key customers by OctoberMovember 
1998. 
7.0 Leveriging the Technolw h t o  Praducts 
This new produa definîtion, however, did not get immediate acceptance nom key 
customers. There were nvo possible explanations for this offerrd by the interviewees. 
Firstly, the product definition o v d a t e d  the immediate capacity demands aeeâed by 
customers in the market place. Secondly, the delay in g a g  the marketing person 
redted in losing three to four months of critical the.  This m l a t e d  into missing 
customer product lead-the requests by one or two quarten and multed in losing 
customer design wins. 
By Feôruary 1999, senior executives recognised the potentiai of cornpetitive 
threats agahst theu established product positions in primary physicai interfaces and 
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redirected efforts to defending this position. Although the typercube-based product was 
completed up to the detailed design stage, it was not implemented any M e r .  The 
resources were re-focussed onto the core product line to develop a new switch that 
strengthened their existing capabilities. This new product incorporated new ideas and 
techniques, such as certain cal1 set-up and scaiability approaches, that had evolved fiom 
the Hypercube technology. PMC-Sierra was therefore able to leverage aspects of the new 
technology into new products that are due for initial release in the fim halfof year 2000. 
8.0 Impücations for Future New Technology Development 
HyperCore Technology Inc. built a prototype system whose capacity was much 
greater than what the system manufkturers were shipping to the market place. This 
suggests perhaps that HyperCore went too far in their market estimation of switch 
performance needs. in other words, tbey may have overestimated the performance 
requirements of future switchuig systerns. Their experience points to the importance of 
matching performance requirements of new kovations with near-term futuie market 
need to ensure rapid adoption of the product innovation. However, the design team still 
felt that the hypercube architecture had a place for fuhire very high bandwidth switch 
applications. At the time of writing, market requirements have evolved considerably and 
the hypercube architecture is now positioned as an important contender for meeting 
performance needs. 
During the development of the prototype, Hypercore Technology decided to 
upgrade theix design to be cornpliant with the ATM forum's TM 4.0 specifcation. This 
resulted in a signifiant increase in complexity and required design effort in hardware anà 
sobare which tramlateci into delayed prototype completion. However, the TM 4.0 
specification today has only "spony" support in the market place. The development delay 
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rnay have contributed to missing the market window for the end pmduct and suggests 
caution in accommodating requirements creep during new product innovation. 
Hypercore were targeting system manufacturers (or networking equipment 
vendors) such as Norte1 or Newbridge Networks as their primary customen. Yet the end 
result was that PMC-Sie- a leading supplier of semiconductor chips ("building 
blocks") for equipment manufacturers, became their customer. In terms of the network 
equipment manuf'turing value chain, this represents a shift fiom the system vendors 
back towards the component suppliers. The prototype form fhctor chosen by Hypercore 
(i.e., FPGA's) addressed the equipment manufacturer's position along the value chain. 
However. the semiconductor vendor required an ASIC fom factor. As a result. 
significant design effon was needed to convert the FPGA based design to the ASIC form 
factor. As was stated by one of the interviewees. it was necessary to "take it into their 
realm." fhis additional effon may have also contributeci to the inability of the new 
product based on the hypercube technology to meet key customer lead-times. 
This suggests the importance of considering how the new technology could be 
targeted to differing positions dong the value chain and what form factors are needed to 
meet potential customer requirements in those value chain positions. With these options 
considered, it rnay be advisable to develop the technology into the form factor that has 
the -test potential of adding value to as many diffemt types of customen along the 
chain as possible. 
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1 .O Introduction 
This report is a brief case study of the major events and circumstances 
surrounding the commercialisation of the "Aiways-ûn" digital subscriber line technology 
that originated fiom the University of Saskatchewan and Telecommunications Research 
Labo ratories (TRLabs) 17. 
2.0 The Akvays-On Beginning 
With the growth of the World Wide Web, the adoption of lnternet connection 
capabilities in domestic households has becorne almost ubiquitous in the developed 
world. The most common fom of intemet connection is the dial-up analogue modem that 
uses speîir! rooddation techniques to sead digital data acrors an analogue telephone line. 
Current standards, such as V.90, allow data rates up to 56 ICbpst8 to be transmitted. When 
such a modem is used however, the telephone line is dedicated to the intemet comection 
thus prohibithg the use of nomal voice calls. New digital techologies, such a s  digital 
subscriber line (DSL) and Asymznetric DSL (ADSL), allow simultawous voice calls and 
higher bandwidth internet connections. However, these have a limited o p e d g  range 
because of the attenuation of the high data fkquency signal dong the wire. For DSL, the 
distance between the subscriber and the telephone company's centrai office (CO) is 
limited to 3.5 km and for ADSL the range is about 2.5 km. 
In telephony, rural subsrribers are dehed as king more than 5.6 km (18,000 
feet) away fiom the CO. These long hes  require special conditioning or "loading coils" 
in order to improve the fiequency respome of the voice si@. 
However, such conditioning severely attenuates frequencies above those used for 
voice calls thereby making the line unusable for ~Unuitaneous data and voice 
transmission. Ruml users, therefore, need to maintain two telephone lines if they wish to 
have simultaneous voice and intemet capability. 
The initial "alwayssn" concept addressed two issues. Firstiy, it provided 
simultaneous transmission of voice and data on a standard single telephone line by using 
a simple "data over voice" technique. Using a combination of frequency band filters 
(splitters) and fiequency translators, it shifted the operating bandwidth of the data modem 
fiom voice frequencies (approximately 200 to 3700Hz) to a higher band (5400 to 
8900Hz). As a more simple alternative to the sophisticated DSL technologies, it provided 
simultaneous data and voice using standard lines. Secondly, when combined with a 
reduction in loading coi1 values, it hoped to enable rural lines in excess of 5.6 km to have 
sirndtaneous data and voice. 
The idea was f h t  conceived by a professor at the Department Electricai 
Engineering, University of Saskatchewan. This professor has an extensive 30 years of 
knowledge and experience in telecommunications and good connections within the 
industry. The initial design was developed by a student through a Master's program. The 
student received a scholarship fiom ~ ~ l a b s '  and used their laboatory idkastmcture. The 
objective, as a curiosity investigation, was to solve a technical problem rather than 
address speciiic market requirements. 
l9 in this appcicy, U s  acts as an imubator for dcvelopiog promiring new concepts in 
tclecomrnunidons. 
At completion in December 1998, a 33.6 Kbps prototype modem demonstrateci 
the feasibility of the concept over a Limited range. The results of the research were 
reported in the thesis dong with technical problems that still remaineci, items that the 
design did not address, and suggestions for how it could be improved. TRhbs also sought 
to protect the intellectuai property by filhg a patent of the design. 
3.0 Fint Steps to CommerciaLisation 
The industrial members of W a b s  were then informeci of the availability of this 
new technology. One of its members, ~ask~e l? '  expressed an interest in the design. 
Discussions then took place between TWubs, the R&D department of SaskTel, and a 
local Saskatoon Company, Critical Conml Corporation. As a result, Critical Control was 
connacted by SaskTel to do a three-month evaluation of the design. This investigation 
found that the initial suggestions for improving the design could not solve the outstanding 
technical problems and that a fundamental change in concept was needed. Critical 
Control ptoposed some new ideas to SaskTel and was contracted to develop a new 
prototype over a six-month period. This was achieved with a design that could reach 3.5 
km and m a re& ten prototypes were installed for a six-month field trial. 
By this t h e  SaskTe19s marketing group recognised the need to extend the 
distance to 5.6 km, the maximum distance before the h t  loading coil. However. the 
focus on Mal applications beyond 5.6 km was dropped. This wodd have required the 
labour intensive procedure of reducing the loading coils values on each u s a ' s  line with 
the associated problem of degrading the voice quality. 
SaskTel is the main telecommuni~ah*om provider iu Saskatchewan. 
Critical Control evaluated the design and found that it would not reach the 
requued distance. They proposai a new concept using a dual Gequency method. 
SaskTel's Strategic Business group then contrafted Cntical Control to develop the new 
design into a full beta product. The new product was called eDSL-33 and 10 units were 
put on a sixmonth internai field triai. This proved satisfactory and another 200 units were 
placed on a limited public trial which is currentiy in progress. The eDSL-33 product 
comprises two components. The fkst is the eDSL-33 client which is a data modem. It is 
connected to the user's PC Ma a standard seriai cable and to the same telephone line as 
the voice telephone. The second component is the eDSL-33 server which is located in the 
CO. The server replaces the line car& that wodd otherwise be needed for the dedicated 
modem pool connections. 
4.0 Cntical Control Corporation's Core Competence 
Critical Control was founded in Saskatoon in 1987 as pnvately owned custorn 
electronics design and manufacturing organisation. It was initially focusseci on 
developing customer speci fic instrumentation solutions such as smart sensors, image 
processing, remote sensing and positionhg systems. It has developed a variety of 
microcontroller based systems and has gain4 considerable expertise in hardware? 
software and fumware design. In 1995, Cnticai Conml narted developing wireless 
telemetry and telecommunication systems. Their focus on telecommunication solutions 
was intensifiai through their involvement in the Always-On technoiogy between 1999 
and 2000. 
At the end of 1999, Critical Control made the strategic decision to d e h e  their 
role as an organisation. Drawing on their inmeashg teiecomm~cation systems 
knowledge and strong proâuct development expertise, they shifted h m  king a custom 
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M D  provider to king a developer of theù own telecommunications products. Their 
renewed focus is on the comection between the subscriber and the CO, ofken called the 
"last mile" network access market segment. In 2000, the f h  changed its name to Cntical 
Telecom and planned an initial public offering for the fa11 of that year. 
Cri tical Control has developed considerable expertise in two main technical areas. 
The fbst area is wireless baseband which includes d l  aspects of wkless systems control 
except the radio frequency component. The knowledge and ski11 bases include 
communications theory (especiaily spread spectrum), modulation techniques and the 
know-how to implement entire radio systems in hardware and embedded fumware. The 
second area of technical depth is that of subscriber loop technology. This includes an in- 
depth understanding of transaission line theory and the detailed characteristics associated 
with the wireline comection between the subscriber and the CO. 
5.0 Insights From T L  Ahvays-On Technology Developmeit 
A number of interesting observations and insights can be made concerning the 
develo pment of the Alway s-On tec hnology . Aithough the technology and its associated 
product are owned by SaskTel, the technology was actuaily developed by Cntical 
Conml. 
A first observation may be made about the evolution of the technology itseif. As 
a curiosity investigation to solve an existing meanin@ problem, the original university 
techaology was reasonably successful. However, even though its feasibiiity was 
demo~l~trated tbrough a conceptuai prototype, the original technology required several 
fimdamental changes before achieving commercial proâuct statu as the eDSL-33 
modern. Thus, k m  Criticai Control's perspective, the final technology and associated 
intellectual prope# looked quite different h m  the original Always-On technology. At 
least two iasights may be drawn from this observation. Firstly, the newly emerging 
university technology in itself was not directly commercialisable. Rather, as a conceptual 
prototype, it drew aîtention to a meaningfd problem that could be solved. The new 
university technology, therefore, might be looked upon as a source of a new innovative 
idea for a aew product opportunity. The second Ulsight relates to the issue of 
appropriability. When a firm acquires an extemal technology, it may not be able to fully 
appropriate the benefits of its intemal investment if other cornpetitors have equal access 
to the same technology. Thus, it is often argued. university technologies may not provide 
adequate benefits to firms unless they are secured on an exclusive basis. However, in case 
of the Aiways-On technology, the further investigations and development resdted in 
clearer understanding of customer neads, revised product requirements and new technical 
solutions. Thus the final technology and its associated eDSL-33 product were 
considerably different h m  the original concept. Cntical Conml introduced a significant 
arnount of h-specific technological knowledge. It is unlikely that another firm having 
acquired the sarne technology wouid have followed the same path of taihnology 
development. For Critical Control, this evolution of technology has resuited in the abiiity 
to appropriate or capture the benefits of their invesûnent For example, Cntical Control 
appiied for a patent on their own proprietary technique and have plans to develop the next 
generation high- speed version of theù eDSL produ*. 
- - - - - - . 
" Criticai Control filed for its own patent on the new techniques use& 
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A second observation concerns the impact of the Always-On technology 
development on Critical Conmi's core competencies. Previously, the fimi had been 
developing a wireless payphone link which was completed in August 1999. This project 
enabled the firm to develop an initial knowledge base in the telephone subscriber loop 
area. As a result of the experience gained fiom developing the Aiways-On technology. 
their knowledge base in submiber locai loop systems was considerably enhanced. 
The Always-On technology program helped underpin the fimi's decision to 
change fiom a contract designer to a telecommunications equipment developer. Thus the 
new technology had a role in both the building up and the shaping of the h ' s  core 
competencies. 
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S w e y  on the Adoption of New University Technology for Roduct hovation 
1 am conducting a telephone survey to ask senior executives how university research is 
k ing  used for new product innovation. My PhD research aims to provide new knowledge 
which will be helpful to managea who need to make decisions about using new 
university technology in their product innovation. 
Your finn has been selected because it is actively involved in the Micronet network. 1 
also note from the NSERC g m t  website that your firm has sponsored a collaborative 
research project called "Graphies acceleration hardware on a field-programmable system" 
with Dr. Jonathan Rose of the University of Toronto. 
I would like to ask you some questions about these and other projects using university 
research. Would you be willing to participate in this brief telephone s w e y  which should 
take about fifteen minutes? 1 will cal1 you shortly to discuss this with you. 
My supervisor is Professor Paul Guild and we are both fiom the Deparmnent of 
Management Sciences at the University of Waterloo. We will be pleased to provide an 
executive summary of the nnal m u u c h  hdings to al1 those who participate in the 
nwey. Your answen wil l  be kept strictly confidential and all information collected fiom 
participants will be aggregated before rrporting. This project has received ethics 
clearance through the Office of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. 
Thanks and regards 
Larry van den Berghe 
PhD. Candidate 
University of Waterloo 
Tel: (306) 384-0663 
Fax: (561) 3826475 
APPENDM D: Extract from Telephone Survy Script 
Hello MLMS JD;. [Name of Manager], 
My name is Lany van den Berghe and I am a Ph.D. Candidate fiom the University of 
Waterloo. 
1 am following up my email sent to you about your h ' s  involvement in [title of 
network] and how it has used the results of the [title of grant] with Professor [Name of 
Professor] at the [University Name] 
This cal1 should take about ten minutes. 
1. Mr./Ms./Dr.[Narne of Manager], would you be willing to participate in this bnef 
telephone s w e y ?  
3 No [Go to question 21 
3 Yes [Go to question 31 
1. In order to understand the survey better, please would you let us know why you do not 
wish to participate. . . . . . 
Thank you MrJMsJh. mame of Manager] for your time today. End. 
3- Thank you for agreeing to participate in this telephone survey. 
Could you describe briefly the background of this pmject and whether it was used in any 
product development 
The new kwwledge was used .... 
3 ... in a produa [Go to question 41 
3 ... in a proms (such as design, modelling, etc.) [Go to question 41 
3 ... as background technical knowledge [Go to question 7] 
4. IIfProduct/Rocess]. Which of the following statements best describes how the new 
technical knowledge was used in your product/process. 
The new knowledge was used .... 
3 ... to mate a new product/process 
3 .. . to improve the existing product/process 
[If Product]. Which of the foliowhg stattments best describes the new p d u c t  as 
perceived at the beginning of its development. 
5 .  Our new product.. . . 
3 . . . marks the beginning of a new plaâorm farnily I product line for our nmi. 
3 . . . is an extension of our existing pladorm family / product line. 
6. How long was it fiom receiving the technology to releasing the product to the market 
. . . . years or months 
7. 
Are you familiar with the term "tore competencirs?" This can mean different things to 
different people. I would like to read you my dehition of core competencies and ask you 
a question related to it. 
1 define "core conilperencia" as those combinations of cornpiementas, knowledge and 
ski11 bases that are difncult for cornpetitors to imitate; they enable the h to execute one 
or more critical processes that create substantial customer value in a wide variety of ways 
and at a world-class standard. 
Using this definition, which of the following bcsr describes the relationship between the 
new technical knowledge and your fm's core competencies? 
The new technical knowledge ... 
3 ... is unrehed to our nmi 's  existing core competencies 
3 ... helps s m g t h e n  our h ' s  existing core competencies 
3 ... helps build a new core cornpetence for o u  firm 
I would M y  like to ask a few g e n d  questions about your h. 
8. Approximately how many people are employed at the business unit or division when it 
acquired acquired the new University technology? 
9. Approximately how many people w m  employed at your firm Canada-wide? 
10. Approximately what % of revenue did yow firm spend on R&D last year? 
The next step in my reseamh is to ask more detailed questions on specific projects like 
yom using a web-based nirvey. Participants can go directly to the web and complete the 
questionnaire which &y talces about 15 to 20 minutes. 
Wouid you be prepared to participate in this swey? 
Thank you Mr/Dr. xxx. I will send a formal invitation exnail to you today 
APPENDIX E: Example Email b v h t i 0 ~  ToParticipate h Web-Based Survey 
M. AAA 
Director, Research and Development 
XYZ Inc. 
Dear Mr. A. 
Thank you for your time today and agreeing to participate in our web-bas4 survey. We 
believe this snidy, which is supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council, wiil provide useful iasights about using new University technology in product 
innovation. Therefore. al1 participants will be provided with an executive summary of the 
research hdings. Pre-tests have show it requires 15 to 20 minutes to complete. 
As pet our discussion, please complete this survey in the context of the "surface pasting" 
technology developed at the University of Waterloo and used in your new product. Please 
answer the questions fiom your firm's perspective at the time the technology transfer was 
in progress. 
Please proceed to the s w e y  site by clicking this link h~:i/survev.uwaterloo.ca. 
You may omit any question you prefer not to answer, although we encourage as complete 
a response as possible. Your participation in this project is voluntary and anonymous. 
This project has received ethics clearance through the Office of Research Ethics. The 
information you provide will be heid in the strictest confidence and will be securely 
stored and kept for a period of 5 years. 
Thank you in advance for your interest in this project. 
Yom sincerely, 
Lany van den Berghe 
Ph.D. Candidate 
University of Waterloo 
Tel: (306) 384-0663 
APPENDIX F: Web-Based Survey Instrument 
-d 
Watertoo 
@ Suwey of the 
Adoption of New University Technology in 
Product Innovation 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this swey of ncw products that have used new univefsity 
technologies. The goal of this dudy is to increase our understanding of the way university research is 
helping firms develop or improve tkir products. We wiY be pleased ta send you an execlitive summary of 
the findings when the study has becil compîeted. 
YOUR RESPONSE IS VERY IMPORTANT TO US. On the basis of pretests, we have found that this 
N e y  takes 15 to 20 minrites to complete. If vue can assist you in anyway, or if you have any questions 
or comments, piease contact: 
Lamy van dtn Bughe Paul D. Guild 
Doctoral Candidate Director, lnstitute for Innovation 
Research 
Department of Management Sciences Department of Management 
Sciertces 
University of Wateriw University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario Waterloo, -rio 
Tei. Sask&owi (306) 384-0663 Tel. Waterloo (519) 888-4802 
Statement of Conf identialitv 
The infmation you provide wi l  be M in the strictest confidence. A# resuits fiom this research will be 
aggregattd before rtporting. We wil mithef puüish, rekase, nor disclose any information on, or 
i-abte with, ind*~-&Iab participating in this study. This pr- has btan rtvisimd by, and receiveâ 
ettiics clearance through, the Omce of Research Utiics at the üniversity of Waterloo. if you have any 
questions or concens resulting from your participation, plcase COntad ttris ofIlce at (519) 88û-4567 W. 
6W5. 
Instructions 
While compkting this s m y ,  pkase keep in mind one specinc new product ard the m w  Wver&y 
techrrokgy that is usecl to create it. The ntw produd cari bc: 
at any stage of devtkpment (e.g., product concept, prototype, produdion, or terminated). 
The svvey is intcrrded to be ammred by a manager who b s  bem closdy iwolved with this specific 
product dcvclopmcnt. Throughout the survey, ' W o u f  means you and your manageW cokagues in 
pfarb'ahr, a d  yorr W m s  urt in gmml. 
Start Your Remonses Here 
1. P k a ~  describe in a few words your new product that uses the new university technology. 
& 
2 Pkase b r i b e  in a few wards the new university tednology that w s  used in yow new product. 
1 
About Your New Universitv Technolociy 
3. From -ch univmity did you receive the rnw techdogy? 
4. liow close is the wiversity to your firm? 
c S a m  city 
c Same province 
c Neighbouring province 
c Distanl province 
c Outside Canada 
5. Approximatcly how many hours does it take to tmvel door-twbor ftom your fim to that uniwfsity? 
(Exampk response: 3.5) 
6. Did you receive any urcûsive rights to the mw unvcmty ttchndogy? 
Yes 
C N O  
7. If you answerd "Yes" above. pkase select the option that best &scribes Vie d-ee of exCkffMty YOU 
receiveâ for each dimension bclaw. 
$~ i m ï e ~ ~ S p e c f i c ~ u i ~ n i i t e ~ ~ n y  
1 2 
C C 
1 Type of probict application c c 
Beiow are a mmber of statements abad the new technology. Please indicate how well each one 
describes what yw received from the university by selecting the appropfiate nuntber in the rigM hand 







8. When we received thïs new techndogy. the uiiversity 
provideci us Wh ... 
9. kl w w  to ûur n«iv produc! 
reqürtmcnt,  we changicd this m w  
tcchnology by ... 
Does not Describes 
descnbe this this new 
new univers@ univers@ 
technology tectmokgy 
at al1 exactty 
D a s  not Describes 
describe this this new 





at a l  exa* I 
IO. Belw are a number of statements about the transfer of the new technical knowkdge from the 
univenity to yout f in .  Please indcate how well each one describes the transfer by Aecting the 
appropriate riumber in aie right hand colum. 
Does not Dtscribes 
dtscnbe the the transfer 
transfer of this of this 
techndogy techndogy 
exacthi 
Does not Ocscribes 
&scribe the the transfer 
tfansfcr of this of îhis 
11. Ou t e d r i M  staff... techobgy tachriokgy 
l at al1 exady 
. . . are vcry kiwldgeable in disciplines closdy rtktcd to hose 
of t k  university researcherr. 
. . . received iedepth technical documaation from the university 
m s e ~ ~  describing this n w  techndogy (such as biueprînts, c c C c c 
drawings, reports and m r e  codc). 
... nuid it rebtivdy easy to mderstand th technial detaib as 
shared by the uiivtnity researchers. - 
... needed liequcnt discussions niCm the uiiversity researehm to , 
fJly uribantrnd this risw techriobpy. - 
. Z 3 4 5 6  
l'hue m s  much mare to krow about this technology han what 
coud easily be written down. 
To assidwfththe technokgy tranmtr. the ulwrsity researchen 
sp& an extendcd period of time at our fim. 
To assisi 4th the technobgy trandkr. universily s M m t s  who 
worked on the technoiogy sptnt some time at out fim. 




12. 8dow are a numkr of statemcnts about the new university technology and yow organisation a2 the 
corporrti kvcl. Pkase indicate how weil each one describes your situation by sdccting the appropriate 
mmbr in the right hand colunri. 
/ ~ o e s  not ~escritns 
j descnie this this new 
1 
I 
new university university 
technology technology 
at al1 exactly 
our competitiveness. - 
We wodd have a distinct admntage if our cornpetitors did not have - - - 
access to mis IIM university t e c h i ~ ~ o ~ ~ .  - 
We wiP  comnue to iwest in this new univcrsity techndogy for a g c c c c c  
significant W o d  of time. 
Note: In the statemeffts bskw, we use the t m  'Çustomers" to mean the buyers of your fim's products; 
and 
"Key technologies" to m a n  those that are proprietary to m e  Wee and Wch yaur fim seeks  to 
corrtrol; they d i m a t e  your ihm from its cornpetition by enabüng it ta provide geater -Lie to yow 
customcrs. 
. Dots not Ocscfibss 
dtscribe tfws this MW 
new university uu'versiry 
113. TI*sli..vivef&yt cchndogy... tectndogy tcchnokgy 
at dl exactiy 
c _ c c c c c  
ç c c c c c  
--- 
.. . MW hclp k i (d  a mw sûategic capability in w lm. 
. . . is very dfkrent from any of out existing technologies. g c c c c c  
. . . wiii improvt one of ou exÎsüng key techndofjes. c _ c c c c c  
. . . will imgrove one of our dsZing mdcey techndoges. g c c c c c  
.. , is Ckdy to replace one of our existing key tec)nokgies. 
... is Cikcly to replace me of owclcisting nodtey tcGhridoOes. £ c C C C c 
;... i s l i k t l y t o k c o m c a k e y t e c ~ s o m e ü m c i n t h c ~ e .  C c c C c c 
J 
About Your New Prduct 
Bclow are a nurnber of statemcnts describing your business unit's m a t i o n s  of your new product as 
perccived at the btglnning of its devebprnent. Plcase indcate how well each one dtscribed y w r  new 
product by seleding the appropriate nunbcr in the right hand columri. 
Does not Describes 
describe our ow new 
new product product 
at 41 exactty I 
- 2 3 4 5 6  
... is an extension of our existing piatfom family f product fine. 
ç c c c c c  
. . . substantially increases the kvel of luictioml integration of our 
exish'rig product Cne. 
.. . substanlially increases the Ievel of fuiaional inteqation compared =, 
to anything seen in the marlcttpka bdore. 
Does not ûescriôes 
&scribe out our new 
new product produet 
at al1 I 
46. We W e d  to hunch ow ~ c l n  ploâuct to the market wiarih . . . . . . . years of rece~ng this new 
tcctmdogy fhn the urivacsity. (Examle reqmse: 3.5) 
17. Below are a number of statements ab& the stages of your new produet's devdapmrit. Pkase 
indicate whether or not each one has been achieved. if not applicabie to your product devekprnent, select 
WA. 
j ~ e  ar  manuhshnng production units on a rcg ihr  basis. 1 c 1 1 c 
We have produced a p r o u  coricept. 
We have produced a detailed product definition. 
We have produced a prototype. 
We have produced some preproduction units. 
We have mamfhhred some produdion units. 
ur produd has corne to the end of its produd He. 
( ~ e  tminated product davelopment prior to market e w .  1 c ( c ( c 
No 
We withdrew our new product a i tu  maricet tntry. 
About Your Firm 
c c c  
c c c  
c c c  
c c c  
Yes 
1 2 3  
c c c  
18. Below are a number of statements aborl corporate levei managcm«it in y o u  organisation. Please 
indicate how well each of them describes your finn by seleding the appropriate number in the ngM hand 
c m . .  
r 
NIA 
Recru that "Key ttchndogies" are those which are proprietary to some ôegm and which yaur finn seeks 
to contrd; they difkrdiate yow firm hom its conpetition by crrabiing it to provide greatu value to your 
cus&omtrs. 
20. Pkase provick us with your pemnat coritact information so that we may m d  you a copy of the 
suvey fintSngs. 
119. w e f u a ~ o t o f e  ffoninto... 
i 
Thank you for taking the tim to compkte this sw\hy. Sekct Suknit S v v c y  now to send your respanses 
to us. 
Ooes not Ocscribes 
describe ouf OU 
organisationorganisatiarr 
at al1 exactb 
Suwey Completed 
Thank yw for y w  participation in our research. 
Upon comgkaon of the study, an e x W e  sum#ry wiil k producd and wnt Co you. 
APPENDIX G: A Discussion of Science, Tecbnolo~ and Innovation 
1.0 Science 
Simply put, "'science' is the discovery and understanding of nature" (Betz 1998). 
A more detailed view of science distinguishes between analpical and empirical forms 
(Leoncini 1998, p. 79). Adyticai sciencesa do not d o w  the possibility for direct 
experience to accept or refuse the validity of certain statements as do empirical sciences. 
The latter may furiher be divided into pure sciences2' and applied  science^'^ (Leoncini 
1998. p. 79). Pure (or basic) science bas a stronger cognitive dimension (Leoncini 1998, 
p. 79) and is about intellecnial understanding (May 1982, p. 254), i.e.. the understanding 
of nature through the production of knowledge (Faullaier and Senkir 1995, p. 31). 
Applied sciences have a stronger instrumental dimension and assume usefulness as the 
landmark whereas theoretical understanding plays less of a role. It is acknowledged, 
however. that this distinction is fairly arbitrary and without an absolute boundary line 
between the two (Leoncini 1998, p. 79). 
Closely associateci with the above are the ternis basic and applied research which 
are dehed as foîlows: "Basic research is experimental or theoretical work undertaken 
primarily to acquire new knowledge of the underlying foudation of phenornena and 
observable facts, without any particular application or use in view. Applied research is 
also original investigation undertalcen in order to acquire new knowledge. It is, however, 
directed primarily towards a specifîc practical aim or objective" (OECD 1981 :CM, cited 
in FauUaier and Senker 1995, p. 7). 
Swh as authematics and logic. 
" Such as physics and chcmistry. 
Such as engineering and medicine. 
Thus basic research is more concerned with a deeper understanding of the natural 
laws and phenornena taking place whereas applied research is concemed with usefulness. 
2.0 Technolw 
Dosi proposed a broad definition of technology as 'a set of pieces of knowledge, 
both 'theoretical' (but practically aPplic&le although not necessarily already applied) and 
directly 'practical' (related to concrete problems and devices) know-howo methods, 
procedures, experiences of success and failures and physical devices and equipment" 
(Dosi 1982). 
Technology has aiso been defined as those twls, devices, and knowledge that 
mediate between inputs and outputs (process technology) andor that create new pro duc^ 
or seMces (product technology) (Rosenberg 1972; Tushman and Anderson 1986). 
A useful and recent three-foid disaggregation of technology has been given as 
knowledge, skills and artefact (Metcalfe and Boden 1992). *Technology as knowledge, is 
the forma1 abswft representation of technology in a codified form. Tecbnology as skilis 
includes the human resources who have the specific capabiiities to emplo y techno logical 
knowledge, as well as the tacit knowledge which is not codified. Technology as artefact 
concerns the phy sical obj ects which embody particiilar technologies' (Metcalfe and 
Boden 1992). 
Coombs provides a fiuthet usefbl disaggregation of the artefact dimension into a 
hctionality profile and a techological recipe (Coombs 1996). The fûnctionality profile 
can be expressecl in terms of 'the range of services it provides and the performance levels 
it is capable of.' A specific technologid recipe consists of the particular choice and 
combination of technologies, design practices, configurations of subsystems that actually 
deliver the fiinctionality. Thus the technologicai recipe is more likely to be the dimension 
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of the artefacts which exhibit the 'signature' of the specific skills and knowledge 
deployed by a particular fh in its construction. Thus a four-foid conceptualisation of 
technology as knowledge, skills, recipes and functionaiity profiles is *ved at which 
may usefully be applied to issues of strategic management of technology (Coombs 1996). 
3.0 Tecbnological Change 
Technological change may be expressed in ternis of the type of change and the 
rate of change. Types of technological progress have been described in tenns of 
gtechnological paradipso and Dtecbnological trajectories' (Dosi 1982). These paradigms 
(or technological research programmes) result in 'clusters of technologies.' Progress 
within these existing paradigms is effected through the pattern of normal problem solving 
activity resulting in distinctive * technological trajectories' (Dosi 1982). New 
technological paradigms result fiom breakthrough or radical innovations or discovenes. 
Certain attributes of technological paradigms may be useful for their identification. These 
are the (i) generic tasks to which it is applied (e.g. elecoical switching), (ii) the material 
technology it selects (e.g. silicon), (iii) the physical and cbemical properties it exploits 
(e.g., the transistor effect) and (iv) the techwlogical and ecoaomic dimensions and trade- 
offs it focuses upon (e-g., circuit density) which are indicators of performance progress 
@osi 1982). These factors may be w d  to identie a technological paradigm and map its 
path or trajectory of progress. Likewise, these factors may prove to be usefd tools in the 
search for w w  technology to include in innovation. 
One way of describing the trajectory is in nims of the S - c w e  of innovation 
performance (Foster 1986). This c w e  or technological lifecycle rnay be divided 
appmximately into the thm stages of early development, rapid p w t b  and maturity 
(Twiss and Goodndge 1989). New technologies emerging h m  the early stage and 
entering the application stage of rapid growth and adoption are valuable resources for 
enhancing product innovation performance or developing radical innovations. 
ï h e  technological Wecycle may also be described by 'technological 
discontinuities' that trigger a period of high technological activity or 'ferment' 
culminating in a 'dominant design'. This, in turn, is followed by a period of techwlogical 
progress driven by numerous incremental improvements (Tushrnan and A n d e m  1986). 
The period of technological fermentation is accompanied by a substantial rate of product 
variation. Such discon~uities may be M e r  classified as cornpetence-enhanchg or 
cornpetence-destroying. Competence-enhancing technological discontinuities represent 
an order of magnitude improvement in price/performance, build on existing know-how 
and doesn't render obsolete skills. With cornpetence-destroying disconùnuities, on the 
other hanci. new or substitute product classes emerge which break the existing order, 
significatztly advance the technological fiontier and result in a shift in the skiils and 
knowledge base or cornpetencies required to operate the new technology. They 'dord a 
rare opportunity for cornpetitive advantage for timis willing to risk early adoption' 
(Tushman and Anderson 1986). 
Types of techaoIogical change are important in that they determine the changes 
needed in the knowledge base of the firm. The rate of change, on the 0 t h  haad, is 
important because it relates to whether the nmi is able to keep up with this pace of 
change. Both types of change are determ.bmts to the h ' s  dnve to seek out additional 
resources and techological capabiiity h m  extemal sources. 
4.0 Science rnd Technology 
Technologid knowleàge is distinguished fiom scientific knowledge in its 
purpose or orientation. Science is about understanding nature through the production of 
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howledge, whereas technology is about controlling nature through the production of 
artefacts (Fauikner and Senker 1995, p. 31, itaiics added). As Mayr notes, %e essential 
difference is one between i n t e l l e d  understanding and practical utility" ( 1982, p. 254). 
Thus technology comprises a 'practicai and artefactuai orientation" (Faulkner and Senker 
1995, p. 34). 
This ski11 and artefact dimension of technology is highlightad by De Solla Price, 
"basic and applied research are linked inseparably to technology by the crafts and 
techniques of the experimentaün and inventor" (DeSollaRice 1984; cited in Faulkwr 
and Senker 1995, p. 2Q2! Applied science and technology are. however, more closely 
related since they both embrace the notion of applicability. A useM distinction can still 
be made between these two by implying a more b'rati~nal"nuance in applied science 
while implying a more ''pragmatic" nuance in technology (Leoncini 1998, p. 79). 
In conclusion. Gibbons and Johnston (1974) view science and technology as two 
parallel streams of activity with blurred boundaries but havhg an interactive relationship 
and sharing intimate activities in the same fields. They should be used as umbrella ternis 
while maintahhg only nuances of rneaning. 
5.0 Science in Technol@caI Innovation 
Stankiewicz (1986) argues that modern technology has reached a degree of 
inteliectual sophistication that makes its institutional separation fiom science 
cou11terproductive (cited in ûrigg 1994, p. 296). As Gngg also points out: The p w i n g  
intellectual complexîty of technology tends to favour increasing university-industry 
interaction because the more 'scientified' the technology becomes the more sensitive it is 
to what happens at the hntiers of science and the more need there is for knowledge input 
fkom a large nurnber of scientific and technical disciplines which even the largea 
companies find difficult to maintain within theu own M D  lesource capabilities" (Grigg 
1994, p. 288). 
This has been an impetus for firxns to seek outside their own organizations for 
sources of complementary scientific knowledge. since no one industrial nmi or 
organization can be selfkontained in the knowledge base that it needs to produce its 
products or services (Ziman 1991 ; cited in Grigg 1994, p. 289). Some technologies, such 
as biotechnology, are mongiy science-related and extensive reliance is made on the 
univenity based scientific cornmunity ( Arora and Gambardella 1 990). Technologists, far 
fiom relying on archival litcrature", keep up with the 'lesearch front" literature in 
science (Faulkner and Senker 1995, p. 28). 
Some evidence for this is given by the decreasing time lags between investment in 
academic research projects and the industriai utilisation of their fjndings (Kay 1988; 
Bonacconi and Piccaluga 1994). As De Solla Price notes, the time lag in interaction 
between science and technology may at times be very short indeed @eSoiiaPrice 1984; 
cited in Faulkner and Senker 1995, p. 28). 
This reliance of technology on science is M e r  show by the significant inmase 
in the number of science articles that have been cited in patents over the last decade 
(cited in Narin and Noma 1985; Narin and Frame 1989; Bonaccorsi and P i d u g a  1994; 
Faullmer and Senker 1995). A recent empirical shdy used the ratio of the n u m k  of 
science poipers (Le., non-patent literaaire) cited in patents to the number of patents per 
Archival îitemure hm =fers to tcxtbooks tbat have codified past kuowkdgc. 
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technology sector as a measure of the strength of the science-technology link. The 
resulting strength of the science base for a given technology sector pet year and per 
country was described using the four levels of strong, above average, below average and 
not at al1 (Gnipp and Schmoch 1992)~'. 
This study also noted that the expected public science-base support for technology 
sectoa was contingent on local contexts, Le.. whether universities had the required 
expertise and resources to support them (Meyer-Krahmer 1997. p. 302). 
6.0 Techoological Push and Market Puii 
Technology push and market pull forces are both detenninants of innovation. 
Innovations are motivated either by conceiviag a technological opportunity or by 
perceiving a market need (Betz 1994). In the technology-push mode1 (dominant fiom 
1950 to the mid-1960's) the marketplace was seen as a sink for innovation. A study of 
humvations in computea from 1944-1962 for this period fouiid that manufacturers 
dominated innovation (bight 1963: von Hippel 1986). This appeared to be the case 
because the industry was more technologically advanced than the cornputer users (Ba 
1994). 
However, during the latter part of the 1960fs, more emphasis was placed on the 
role of the market pull on innovation (Rothwell 1994a) because users were becoming 
" A ncw teshnology chsincation scheme was developed bascd on the Incnnariod Patent Classifcation. 
Technologies were partition& into twtnty eight major sectors. Tecùnology sectors most strongiy based on 
science inctuded genttic cnginetring/pharmaceuticais (includig biotechnology) and laser technology with 
micralcctronics (comprismg tcle~ommuni~oas, electmnic components, information storage, data 
proccssiag, image transmission, and sensor technology) some distance behmd. Above average science- 
based technology ~ctors includcd optics, surface tcchnology (coatiag), organic and inorganic chemistry, 
and food technology (nurition). Btlow averagc sciencebascd technology sectors mcludcd polymer 
chcmistty, mias, instrument building, printing techuobgy, electricai cnginafipg, clectricity and nuclcar 
engineering, machme ~ l s  and process technology. nie mnaining secton not (or w d y )  baseci on science 
included engines and turbines, transport and M c ,  and hancilmg. 
more familiar with technology and cornpetitive forces were on the increase. Kelvin 
Lancaster. in bis approach to consumer theory, proposed that goods have characteristics 
and it is these which give rise to utility. Consumption is an activity in which goods are 
inputs and bundes of characteristics are outputs. These characteristics are what the 
consumer wants to satisS, hisher need (the term consumer used here means the recipient 
or user and does not infer any type of market segment). In Lancaster's model the producer 
is ultimately selling bundles of characteristics rather than goods (Lancaster 1966; 
Lancaster 1966). This meeting of needs or characteristics is an important aspect of 
innovation. 
During the late 1970's to the late 1980's, von Hippel contnbuted fwther to the 
market pull model through his concept of lead-users. These users were defined as those 
organizations whose present strong needs will become general in a marketplace months 
or years in the future and who are positioned to benefit significantly by obtaining a 
solution to those needs (von Hippel 1986). 
Market pull may be further understood in ternis of need and demand. Although a 
market need may be perceived by p d u c t  developers? the actual market demand may not 
be present resulting in a gap that needs to be bndged (Pnce 1996). Thus for fhs 
developing radical innovations, customer acceptance is an important determinant of 
innovation success. 
Empirical stuâies in the 1970's found technology push and market puLi concepts to 
be ovenimplifications with the ~eality being somewhere in the rniddle. An interactive or 
coupling model was proposed where '?he process of innovation represents the confluence 
of technological capabilities and market needs within the fkmework of the innovating 
firm" (Rothweii and Zegveld 1985). Thus the two main dynamics involved are the 
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consumer need/market demand and the firm's technological capability to meet them. For 
technical innovation to be commercially successfid, markets must be created or matched 
to technological possibility (Betz 1994). 
7.0 Newness in Innovation 
The degree of newness introduced by innovation may be viewed in several ways. 
One three-levei classification of innovation is incremental. radical and systems (Marquis 
1 968). Another four-level classification uses inc remental. radical. changes of "tec hnology 
synem" and changes in "techno-economic paradigm" (%chnological revolutions") 
(Freernan and Perez 1988). While the fkt two levels of distinction apply to the product 
andor process level of analysis, the latter two levels describe more the affects at the 
industry and economic leveis of anaiysis. Furthemore, the distinctions of systems and 
technology system prove to be problematic when levels of analysis are interchanged 
between the product/process and industryteconomy. Betz, arguing that al1 technologies 
are systems, abandoned the distinction of 'bsyste~s innovation" as aot useful and by 
inference likewise the distinction of "technology system." A more useful distinction 
accordhg to him is that of a "next generation technology" (Betz 1997, p. 11). Since this 
rexarch has a product focus, this latter distinction will be used. 
hcremental innovation, then, is a change in an existing technology system that 
does not alter fùnctionality but "incrementally " improves performance, feanires, sâfety, 
quaiity or lowen cost (Betz 1997, p. 11). It occurs more or less continuaily in Uidustry, 
"not so much the result of deliberate research than as the outcome of inventions and 
irnprovements suggesteù by engineers and others directly engaged in the production 
pmess, or as a redt of initiatives and proposais by mers" (Fmman 1987). Although 
their combined effect is important, no single incremental innovation has ciramatic effects. 
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This incremental innovation represents continuous progress dong the technological 
aajectory of its related technological paradigm (Dosi 1982). 
At the other end of the extreme, radical innovations are discontinuous events and 
in ment h e s  are usually the result of a deliberate research and development activity in 
enterprises ador  in University and govemment laboratones. They are important as the 
potential springboard for the growth of new markets (Freeman 1987) and may represent 
new emerging technological paradigms (Dosi 1982). 
In the midde of the extremes, next generation technological innovation is a 
change in an existing technology system that does not alter functionality but dramaticolly 
improves performance, features, safety, quality or lowea cos  (Betz 1997). 
APPENDM H: A Discussion of Firm-University Rehtionships 
Two ways of viewing fim-university relationships are presented here. On the one 
hand, universities may be considered a source of R&D assistance to innovative activities 
taking place in industry, while on the other han& universities may be considered a source 
of inventions and technical entrepreneuship (Grigg 1 994). Universities traditionally 
advance basic scientific knowledge through long-term research thus providing a basis for 
new technologies that are likely to be radical in nature (Pavin 1990; Rosenberg 1990; 
Rosenberg 1992; Betz 1 994; Bonafconi and Piccaluga 1994). 
Finn-university relationships are driven by various reasons. "Motivations to start 
cooperative R&D activity with academic laboratories include: risk reduction, early access 
to scientific or technological knowledge, access to unique research skills. and coa 
reduction through delegation of selected activities" (Rosenberg 1986; Link and Tassey 
1989: cited in Bonacconi and Piccaluga 1994). Universities are o k n  Mewed as 
important sources of basic science and getting access to scientific frontiers is thus an 
important motivation for f m s  to enter into industry-university relationships (Bonaccorsi 
and Piccaluga 1994). Considerable attention in literaîure has been given to understanding 
this quest for basic science (Arora and Gambardella 1990; Betz 1994; Bonaccorsi and 
Piccaluga 1994; Gngg 1994). Industry needs new science when technological progress in 
an existing tecbnology cannot be made without a deepa understanding of the science 
underlying the technology or when new basic technologies neeû to be created from new 
science (Betz 1997). For example, a stuây of large kkms in the biotechnoiogy industry 
showed that relationships with universities tendecl to focus on more basic science 
objectives and were motivated by the need to acquire some familiarity with the basic 
knowledge in the field. These relationships often provided the fimis with a hrst option on 
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the license of any new discovery made (Arora and Garnbardeiia 1990). 
A comprehensive model of nmi-university relationships has recentiy k e n  
proposed which links firrn motivations. the knowledge transfer process, and inter- 
organisational structures and procedures with relationship performance (Bonaccorsi and 
Piccdaga 1994). It provides four categories of finn motivations: getting access to 
scientific fiontiers. increasing the predictive power of science, delegation of selected 
development activities, and lack of resources (Bonaccorsi and Piccaluga 1994). This 
agrees with other recent d e s  that i d e d e  accessing specialin technical support, 
extendmg in-house research and providing a window on emerging technologies (Tidd and 
Trewhella 1997). While this model is a useful description of the fh-university 
relationship, it does not examine the product innovation and resdting performance from 
the f b ' s  perspective. It thus lacks important elements such as the nature of innovation. 
impact on markets and industry and impact on firm performance. 
Fh-uaiveaity relationships cm take on various fom. The moa common one 
involves the participation of academics in technology development activity initiated and 
managed by industrial finns (Grigg 1994). Another common fom is that of the 
collaborative research centre (CRC). These are logical extensions of depoutment based 
industrially spoosored research projects involving one or more cornparties (Grigg ). They 
are panicularly suited to long-terni development in the areas of basic or generic 
technologies. Companies are often happy to support CRCs in the hop that they will 
"acqwe a 'window' on the research h n c  access to the flow of scientific talent and the 
opportunity to acquire a sophisticated network of consuitants, and the right to such 
inventions as may arw" (Grigg , p. 294). It haf been found at Massachusetts M m e  of 
Technology that CRCs do best when they "focus on a combination of basic and applied 
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resemh" and the areas in which they are involveci cut across indutry lines (Grigg , p. 
294). A study of 437 industry-university research centres in the USA found tbat the 
prirnary impetus behind their formation came from the entrepreneurid activity of 
universities and in particular the faculty membem (Cohen and Goe 1994; Lee 1996). 
In a recent survey of 1000 faculty members at research-intensive US universities. 
a majority support was found for universities to participate in local and regional 
econornic development, facilitate commerciaiisation of academic research, and encourage 
facuity consulting for private firms. It found that universities where industrial contract 
research is encouraged ofien have associated large engineering colleges (Lee 1996). 
Indumy sponsored research within disciplinary departmenu often appears to be 
proceeded by consuitancy Links (Gngg 1994). 
Successful h-university relationships &en involve targeted research and exist 
ovzr relatively long tirne perds (Betz 1997). One of the basic issues at stake is that 
universities are traditionaily seen to advance science in forms not directly usable by 
industry m r  in a timely mamer since science has a long-term perspective, whereas 
tecechnology and ind- have shorter term perspectives (Betz 1997). As a resdt, some 
success factors have been proposed (Stankiewicz 1986; &tz 1994; Grigg 1994): These 
include using long-tem projects with basic research instead of short-term development; 
precediog research collaboration with comdtancy links; creating University poiicies 
definhg property rights, time allocatio~i of academics, and involvement of students and 
non-university personnel ensuring the focus of basic research is planned with industrial 
participation; engaging indusaial participation imrnediately after techoiogical feasibility 
of research has been demonstrated; inserthg basic research results into an existirig 
technology system or developing it into a substituthg technology system. 
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